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Marriott Removes Director for Alleged Theft
agers’ dismissals came Wednesday af-

by Thomas Pelton
HOYA

Assistant News Editor

As a result of an ongoing investiga-

ee

a

tion into charges of large scale corruption, theft and cover-up, the Director
of Food Services at Marriott-New
South, Jim Bryner, has been indefinitely
suspended without pay and may face
criminal charges for allegedly stealing

Tr ROT

as much as $15,000 a year for the past
ten years from the New South cafete-

J

ria, according to sources within Marriott.
Also implicated in the Marriott
shake-down is Bryner’s superior, John

ao

Wolfle, District Manager of Food Services, who has been suspended with
pay for allegedly covering up Bryner's
criminal activities for years by driving

out several of his employees who had

ternoon during an employee meeting
held by Doug Craig, North East Regional Director of the Food Service

“There were constantly rumors circulating about mismanagement,” said

Mark Johnson, Marriott student manager and chairman of the GUSA assembly. “Apparently many of these ru-

of the theft, including “documents, invoices, things shipped in that were miss-

ing,” and even incriminating “photo-

The investigation, begun two and a
half weeks ago by investigators and
several auditors, has uncovered a

students of this university have a right

graphs,” according to a source. But
because Wolfle and Bryner “were in
cahoots . . . nothing was ever done,” except that, for his prying, Barry was

to know what's been going on at New

“demoted” to a lower job in catering

South,” Johnson said.

scheme that Bryner has allegedly used
for years to smuggle food, alcohol and
equipment out of New South to stock
his own restaurant called “The Sea-

According to the second source, who
described Bryner as “a thief, a cheat
and a liar,” who “didn’t care much

and finally quit, said the source.
Originally, Marriott began its investigation of the New South facility be-

about the cafeteria,” in the last four

shell,” located somewhere in Maryland,

months, at least a half dozen full-time

Division of Marriott, said one of the
sources.

mors were actuallyl truths. I think the

:

said the sources. As proof, the inves-

Marriott managers have left New South

igators

Marriott

out of disgust at the corruption. “Ev-

in [Bryner’s| restaurant,”

erybody has known about it” for years,
said the source, but were reluctant
to speak up because they suspected

reportedly

equipment

“found

said one of the sources.
Bryner’s scheme involved

“holding

[New South| employees’ wages back,”

cause of the uncommonly

Marshall, John Gallagher, Debbie Shaffer and John McGabha, said the source.
“It was pretty obvious that there was
a problem,” said Chris Shafer, Marriott

Bryner’s superior, Wolfle, was an accomplice to the crime.

tried to expose the corruption, said
the same sources who asked to remain

said the same source, refusing to give
promised raises and keeping salary levels low, so that he would have “more

who was finally “fed up with the cor-

anonymous.
The announcement of the two man-

money to steal,” preventing a net loss
on general records.

ruption,” reportedly tried to stop Bryner by presenting Wolfle with evidence

One

of the managers,

Mike

high turn-

over rate among managers, said one of
the sources. Besides Barry, since July
the managers who have left included
Food Production Manager William

student manager and a member of the
GUSA Food Service Committee. “Many

Barry,

managers who did not want to have to
deal with the incongruities ended up
continued on page 5

HOYA file photo

Jim Bryner has been accused of embezzlement.

| GU Investments Survive Record Market Plunge
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0
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holdings and approximately $30-40 million in bonds and

by Chris Reid

o)-

HOYA

cash reserves. After subtracting the loss, Georgetown

Assistant News Editor

Last Monday's collapse in stock values on Wall Street is

r-

1-

not expected to hamper university operations, even though

Georgetown is invested in the market, according to George
Houston, vice-president for financial affairs.
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stocks, one of
the key barometers of the financial market, closed down a.
record 508 points Monday,

history, as reported in the Washington Post.
Financial analysts estimate that the market plummet
precipitated a loss of more than 500 billion dollars in stock
value by investors. Georgetown University itself has lost
approximately 26 million dollars in the stock market since

[S

June 30, according to Houston.
The Georgetown Investment Alliance, a student enter-

C ’

y

)-

n-

}

prise which makes investments in the market, lost approximately 10 percent of its total funds of approximately $15,000
last Monday, according to President Jon Lynch (SBA 88).

|
Photo by Christin Driscoll

|

The Leavey Center

S,

has incurred cost overruns.

HOYA

Staff Writer

Last Thursday, the University Board

The $950 increase will include $142 to
cover financial shortfalls incurred by
the construction of the Student Affairs
portion of the Leavey Center, according to Kevin O’Brien (CAS '88), one of
two student representatives on the
committee.
The $142 individual assessment includes $98 for general construction
overcosts and an additional $44 to
cover three financial discrepancies, ac-

i

3€
mn
n

y
ff
id

ings, investing 42 million dollars in real estate and related

while

cost

overruns

on

Staff Writer

in a reception held

gives

the

John Carroll Awards to Georgetown
alumni for special achievement and
dedication to the university. The seven
recipients were: Paul A. Nalty of
Metairie, La., E. Theodore Laborde,
and E. Harold Saer, both of New

olf,
n,
nt

|

or,

|

Orleans, Peter Mullen from New York,
Oscar B. Hunter, Jr. from Bethesda,.

Md., Paul Anthony Ritacco of Chevy
Chase, Md., and James E. Conner, Sr.
from Washington, DC. Also awarded

was Francis X. Rienzo, the athletic director at Georgetown, who received
the Patrick

Healy

Award

The Alliance met earlier this week “to see where we are,

according to Lynch. “Where it stands now, there's a lot of
opportunity.”

O’Brien stressed that the committee
the minimum

proposal

continued on page 2

for special

the New

Orleans

law firm of Chaffe,

McCall, Phillips, Toler & Sarpy, graduated from the College of Arts and
Sciences in 1958. He continued his
studies at Georgetown, eventually receiving his Bachelor of Legal Letters
from the Law Center in 1961. After
attending Tulane Law School, he joined
Chaffe, et al. in 1962, and now

prac-

tices corporate law. He is currently
serving a three-year term as a member
of the Georgetown University Board
of Regents.
E. Theodore Laborde graduated
from Georgetown in 1959 and began
working for Marsh & McLennan, Inc.,
in 1962. Laborde has been involved in

Photo by Christin Driscoll
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Managing

Student

Editor

Association

on the Alcohol

(GUSA)

over political turf and the conduct of
the alcohol policy battle came to a
head during the weekend of September 20. What was supposed to be a
landmark date for GUSA action on
the policy instead marked

one of the

more heated conflicts of the year.
Georgetown

News Analysis

University Hospital Maternity Ward.

Student Pregnancy:
GU Silent Crisis

Policy Task

informed Smith that he had agreed to

Assistant News Editor

Even among the seemingly radical
changes of lifestyle and environment
that fill the college student’s world,
arguably nothing can hit a young person as unexpectedly, as dramatically
or as permanently as an unwanted

pregnancy.

:

Nationwide, the numbers of young
women who find themselves faced
with the shock of pregnancy are so
great that they cease to be staggering
so much as simply numbing. Last
March, for example, US News and
World Report claimed that by the age

of 20, nearly 40 percent

of white

insurance brokerage with a special focus

on energy, maritime, and international

population

business. He has served 10 years as the

would be at least as unreasonable to

chairman of the Georgetown Univer-

assume that they don’t mean anything
at all—that

here at Georgetown,
Georgetown,

it

unlike the

According to “the best statistics
we have,” says Dr. William Dodson,
Director

of Georgetown’s

Student

Health department, seventy-two percent of Georgetown students define
themselves as “sexually active,” as

reported in a “State of Student Affairs” questionnaire distributed in
early 1986. [Interestingly enough, the
study also found the class of '89 to be
Georgetown’s most sexually active
class.|
Facing these types of numbers,
many members of the university community believe that this obvious nationwide problem must also exist as

Georgetown’s hidden problem. “I am
concerned about the issue of student
pregnancy [here at Georgetown],”
says Jack DeGioia, Dean of Student
Affairs. “We honestly do not know
what the numbers are... but I have
to believe that there is a problem.”
continued on page 10

serve as a commissioner on the SAC,
responsible for overseeing the budgets
and activities of several student clubs.
As the official responsible for making

all appointments, Smith was stunned
to learn that the SAC ‘vacancy
been filled without his knowledge.
though he had asked Jezic to take
position early in the year, he had
clined, citing other commitments.

Force, a

performance on that committee began
to suggest that he be removed from
that panel to serve on the SAC, ac-

cording to a GUSA source.
The question soon became moot, as
the issue would be decided on a new
and unrelated conflict.

“The Worst Day of My Life”

fidential minutes

That day, GUSA had held a retreat-

rest of the country, does not have an
unwanted pregnancy problem.

by Thomas Pelton
HOYA

1

printed an

article containing excerpts of the con-

like “training session”, at which Jezic

Editor's note: The two features articles on student pregnancy in this week's
HOYA are the first in a series of three. The final article will appear in next
week's paper.

A

1

3

few assembly members critical of his

That Friday, the HOYA
Photo by Benjamin Patton

1

jor committee. Since Jezic was already

Second of a Two Part Series
The continuing battles within Georgetown’s

i

sentative serve on more than one ma-

by Chris Donesa

women and 63 percent of black
women will have become pregnant.
No matter how unreasonable it is
to apply these numbers to the select

continued on page 7

George Houston.

Assembly Conflicts Stall
Committee Effectiveness

Bell explained.

service and dedication to the university by a non-alumnus.
Paul A. Nalty, a senior partner with

Saturday, October 17, at the Westin
Hotel in New Orleans, according to
Robin Payes of the Office of Alumni

he

“straightout opportunity to buy.”

will be financed on a long term basis,

short of the $9.7 million

Recipients of the annual John Carroll
Awards were honored by a “very en-

J

Lynch said that the alliance is “an educational organiza-

tion. We're not here to beat the market. We're here to
teach people about investments.” Lynch called the drop a

construction

recommended

by Dave Wehner

n=.

those are the ones that will move back up quickly,” Lynch
said.

cash flow and fundraising shortfalls

versity programs next year, Bell said.

and University Relations.
The Alumni Association

common term given to stocks of prestigious or profitable
companies on Wall Street. “Almost all stocks were beaten
across the board. But we're holding quality stocks and

and short term loans to cover for the

Pledges from fundraising activities
up until now amount to $8.7 million,

thusiastic crowd”

“The nice thing about what happened was that we had
been in blue chip stocks,” Lynch said. Blue chip is the

of the Leavey Center account for the
third financial shortfall.
The university will take out bridge

nance officer.

HOYA

in cash.

pledged. Cost overruns in construction

Carroll Awards Honor
GU Alumni Achievement

k

~ Lynch said that the Investment Alliance keeps about
35 percent of its funds in equity and the remaining 65 percent

essary to finance the Student Affairs
portion of the Leavey Center. This cash
flow problem has been compounded
because the university has received
$4.5 million in cash of the $8.7 million

cording to Mel Bell, main campus fi-

million

the market

Houston said that Georgetown has diversified its hold-

The initial $800 increase in tuition
represents an approximate 5 percent
increase in faculty and staff salaries
and a 10 percent increase in financial
aid required to continue present uni-

one

rd

th
St.
en

town did not sell any of its stocks during

good stock buys.”

the university projected would be nec-

of Directors received the Main Campus Planning Committee’s fiscal year
1989 budget which included a proposed
$950 increase in tuition per student.

cS

Houston called the loss a “paper loss” because Georgedecline and said that the university’s stock dividends would
not be affected.

Leavey Costs May Lead
To Higher Tuition Rates
by George Wright

1g

the worst one-day collapse in

re-

tains $75 million in stocks, according to Houston.
The $26 million loss represents a “decline of 13 percent
in the endowment,” Houston said.
Houston said that Georgetown’s financial managers are
not “market timers”, but that all managers are “looking for

had
Althe
de-

“It was a very, very irresponsible
move on the part of Andy,” said Smith
of the way the appointment was handled without his knowledge. Jezic and
Smith agree, however, that the inci-

from the summer’s

Alcohol Policy Task Force. Jezic had
provided the minutes to HOYA Editorin-Chief Thomas Jones at the alcohol
forum thinking that Jones would use

them for questioning administrators.
He placed no limitations on their use,
however, and the details of the meet-

ing were reported in detail.
“Andy never said anything about
publishing or not publishing them,” said
Jones. Administrators reacted angrily
to the publication, however, and the
student association was faced with the

responsibility for a breach of trust. “My
initial reaction was ‘He’s off’,” said
Smith, “but we wanted to let the (drug

and alcohol) committee meet first to
see what their reaction was.”

dent was ultimately just a lack of coor-

That Sunday, September 27, GUSA
met to settle both of the controversies

dination between the two of them and

over Jezic: The assembly voted 7-2 to

SAC chairman Steve Plumb (CAS ‘88),

confirm him to the SAC, with Smith

who

changing his mind and speaking in sup-

had persuaded

Jezic to take the

SAC appointment. “It was a huge misunderstanding between the three of
us,” said Jezic.
Nonetheless, the conflict took up a
week of GUSA's time during a critical
period, as Plumb and Smith argued
the issue with the assembly in closed

port of the appointment.

“I guess it

was more a question of importance to
the SAC,” he said.
GUSA sources say, however, that the

issue had already been decided. If Jezic
was not removed by the Task Force
itself or if he did not resign in the next

door meetings, with an especially ac-

week, he was going to be removed at

rid exchange taking place on Wednesday, September 25. “I told Steve I
wasn’t going to appoint Andy,” said

the next meeting. The view was confirmed by a heated discussion at the

Smith.
Further complicating the issue was
the requirement that no GUSA repre-

Theresa Miller (CAS '89), and others
criticized the publications of the min-

end of the meeting in which
continued on page 7

Smith,
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Pellegrino Joins Committee

GU Proposes Tuition

Newswatch . ..

Hike for Leavey Costs

AIESEC Holds Exchange

Edmund D. Pellegrino, M.D., John Carroll Professor of Medicine and

continued from page 1

James Detar (SLL '90), president of Georgetown’s International Associ-

Medical Humanities and director at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics, has

ation of Students in Economics

been appointed to the Biomedical Ethics Advisory Committee which was
effective August 21.

spending the week in Budapest, Hungary, as one of 60 U.S. representatives
to AIESEC’s International Conference.

Feminist Speaks on Literature
The

opening

place Thursday,
Originally listed
lecture on “The
Professor Susan

lecture

in the series on Feminist

Scholarship

AIESEC
members

and Commerce

(AIESEC)

is an international student exchange program
the chance

to gain on-hands

managerial

chapter is

November 5, at 4:15 p.m. in McNeir Hall in New North.
in the University Calendar for October 29, the opening
Feminist Transformation of Literature” will be given by
Lanser of the Department of English.

by alumni annual fundraising, accord-

Delegates from 64 other AIESEC chapters worldwide will also trade. “It’s

Copley Dance-a- Thon

weeks and 18 months.
After leaving the program, some students who were trained in large
multinational corporations are offered the opportunity to return to a

The Lecture Fund will host a Soviet panel in Gaston Hall Wednesday,
October 28 at 7:30 p.m.
The panel will include Boris Ivanov, the Soviet embassy’s top arms
- control specialist, and Aleksandr Savinov, the embassy’s Third Secretary.
The speakers will address the issues of current US-Soviet relations and of
internal Soviet politics. A question and answer session will follow their

9:00 pm

7:00 am
Music

Hungary, Iowa?
Far from home?

MEDICAL GROUP FOR EYES
CHANGE BROWN TO BLUE, AQUA, GR., LT. BR., HAZEL (WJ)

We would like to invite you to visit our
assembly, Cherrydale Bible Church, a
small, cozy, comfortable group of Christians:
a home away from home. We meet every
Sunday at 11:00 a.m., and we also have Bible
study at 7:30 p.m. every Wednesday. We are
located at:

Find out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in full—plus earn more than $600 a month while you attend school.
Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.
If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves.
After graduation, you'll serve three years or more—depending on the Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive—as a respected
Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical
technology.
If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice—
and want to cut the expense of medical school—send for more information today.

PERMALENS, PERMAFLEX, B&L 30-DAY EXT.

ASTIGMATIC SOFT CONTACT AVAILABLE AT LOW PRICES
—EXAM & CONTACTS WITHIN AN HOUR—
- COMPLETE INCLUDES EXAM., LENS, KIT & FOLLOW-UP
ROCK. 5541 NICHOL LA. * OXON HILL, 5620 ST. BARN. RD.
ANNAN. 4314 EVERGR'N. LN. * WASH. 1511 K ST.
(202) 628-0400/1—800—832-1080

(21-52 years of age)
§

“TRUE BELIEVERS

18 2 BEDROOM
APTS. AVAILABLE
Aftordslile and Convenient, featuring. . ,
¢
European-style kit. w/microwave
¢
Health Center w/exercise room,

sauna & Hot Tub Spa
®
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GMAT
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must not

stop until every nation on
earth has a trade surplus.
Paine Webber has identified at least three villainous countries with trade
deficits about the same
size as ours, relative to the
smaller size of their economies. The worst is Switzerland, with an estimated
output this year 2.6 per
cent of com- For a free copy of
current issue of
pared with 2.5 the
National Review

5010 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.. Suite 200

Please print allinformation clearly. and completely.
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Send me full details on how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
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From France, Texas,

If you need transportation or just some
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All proceeds will go to support Second Genesis
GU Hospital Alcohol Treatment Program

1905 N. Monroe St., Arlington, Va.
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Are You a Foreign Student?

MEDICAL SCHOOL

YES!

Friday, October 23
to

middle-level managerial position in the same company in their homelands,
according to Englas.
This year, the Georgetown chapter is sponsoring a student from Sophia
University in Tokyo, Japan. Yuka has been offered a traineeship at IBM in
New York. A student from Denmark will also come to Washington to
begin an internship at Dominos Pizza.

60 10

nancial Affairs, to review other financial alternatives for the future. The
final decision of the Board of Directors will be issued in March.

ing to Bell.

like a giant swap meet,” said GU AIESEC member Stacy Englas (SES '90).
Students involved in the exchange program become acquainted with all
areas of corporate managerial science in internships lasting between 6

Soviets to Speak at GU

the committee will be consulting with
George Houston, Vice President of Fi-

Undergraduate tuition was raised 8.8
percent last year to make up for education costs that could not be covered

through

paid traineeships offered by various sponsor multinational corporations.
While at the conference, Detar will match jobs offered by American
corporations, such as IBM, to AIESEC applicants from all over the world.

will take

other alternatives but that the tuition
increase was the most viable option.
Both Bell and O’Brien concurred that

respectively.

which offers

experience

O’Brien said the committee explored

of $11,900 for tuition over the maximum estimated proposal of $11,950.
These figures represent an 8.7 percent
andy 9.17 percent increase in tuition

Year

The information you voluntarily provide will be used for recruiting purposes only. The more complete it is, the
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better we can respond to your request. (Authority : 10 USC 503).

Georgetown University’s Mask & Bauble
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JINGLES OF LONDON
AT THE MID-ATLANTIC BEAUTY SHOW IN CRYSTAL CITY, VA.
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MODELS NEEDED TO MODEL FALL HAIR DESIGNS FOR
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The Jingles design team will need models for cut designs and models with long
hair to dress. There will be a full consultation between the Jingles design team
and the model. Each model will be paid the sum of $25.00 plus an assortment
of hair care products.

te

So join the fun! Join JINGLES
WIL,

& Imported by Barton Beers, Lid, Chicago, IL 60603
© Imported by Gambrinus Impoding Co. inc. San Antonio, TX 78232

For more information call Vince Kearny at 1-800-453-4466.
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Alpha

to offer a new off-campus van escort

towards

a formal

cere-

anumber of alternative schedules, such

as holding the Tropaia and conferral of
degrees in individual schools followed
by a general Commencement ceremony.
Freeze wrote down the student sugges-

mencement to overcrowdedness, heat,
* and lack of seriousness about the for-

tions to be considered.
The students’ most forceful point
was their desire to be involved in the
policy formation of the 1988 Commencement. Many proposed a student
cooperative effort to curb the behavior of graduates by information and

mality of the ceremony. The university
is considering a number of possible
solutions including separating the ceremonies by school, scheduling the Baccalaureate Mass separately, and bringing students together only in a common reception after the ceremonies.
“The critical problem to solve is the
number of people attending the ceremony, according to Freeze. Previously,
each graduate was asked to limit his or
her guests to five people in order to

petitions. Freeze, however, was uncon-

vinced that the students could control
each other. “I've heard the same arguments from every class since 1979,”
said Freeze.
“It’s a matter of trust,” said one stu-

home,

according

to

Rob

Tobin

(CAS ’88), APO.
The free service, which begins this
Sunday, will be offered weekdays, Sun-

HOYA

file photo

Provost J. Donald Freeze, S.J.
dent. “History doesn’t necessarily have
to repeat itself.”
The seniors also attributed the problems of the last ceremony, particularly
the drinking, to the length of the event,

the break between the Mass and the
Commencement which increased the
rowdiness, and the seniors’ disappointment and lack of interest in the speaker,

Boston Opera Director Sarah Caldwell.
The quality of the speaker was a
point of disagreement between the student audience and Freeze. One student
said that the speaker greatly influenced
the behavior of the graduates, and
many of the students at the forum supported this. Freeze argued that the merit
of the speaker would not stop the drinking and disrespect in the audience.
Despite the problems of an uncontrollable

crowd

last year, students at

the forum agreed that a final event for
all students was necessary to complete
their years at Georgetown. “We would
very much like a final and unified event
with our housemates, roommates and

friends for us and our parents to see,”
said one student.

Rape Awareness Week Raises Issues

day through Thursday, from 10 p.m. to
1 a.m. and will take students from
Healy Circle to any place off campus.
During finals, the service's hours will
be extended until 2 a.m. every night.
Student Affairs is providing the van
at no charge to APO, which already
runs a successful

walking

escort ser-

vice weeknights from Lauinger Library.
“This is an extension of our Lauinger

service,” said Tobin. “The popularity
of the walking escorts has shown that
people are much more aware of vio-

by Matt Beh
Staff Writer

The Georgetown University Womens’
Caucus participated in the national Rape
Awareness Week this week with a series
of events including information sessions
for women and men and a rally on
Thursday night.
The main activity of the week was
the ‘Take Back the Night’ rally last
night. As of Tuesday, at least 100 peo-

HOYA

Staff Writer

Georgetown University Medical Center released its first transplant recipient, Paul E. Cooper, September 30. Dr.

Nevin Katz, chief surgeon in charge of
the transplant operation which took
place September 6, said Cooper's
chances for full recovery are excellent. Cooper has a 90 percent chance
of surviving the first year, according to
Katz and “a very good chance to live
for several years to come.”

The

success

nied by two officers for safety reasons,
according to Womens’ Caucus mem-

heart transplant recipients were expected to fully recover and survive past

ber Tracy King (SBA '91).

the one-year mark. By comparison, kid-

classes for women.

The marchers traced a path from
Darnall dormitory to Reservoir Road
which is unlit and lined with shrubs,
and behind the White-Gravenor building, where several rapes are rumored
to have occurred.
During the week the womens’ group
also held question and answer sessions
on Date Rape, Male Responsibility, and
Campus Harassment.

it at all,” said Austern.

dents would realize there is rape here,”
and thus deter their enrollment.

Wom-

ens’ Caucus.
The Caucus has collected over 500
signatures for a petition which-was-pre-

to the administration

the area to educate people about preventing various forms of assault, and
to offer street-oriented self defense

“They seem to feel that if anti-rape
programs were offered, prospective stu-

participate, according to Ruth Austern

sented

tutes

not addressed

‘ple, mostly women, were expected to
(SFS ’89), president of the GU

not march unless they were accompa-

fact that rape is a significant problem
at Georgetown, the administration has

at last

On Thursday night, after reading the
petition, the marchers participated in
a campus tour of the unlit, dangerous
places where rapes might take place.

According to King, at least two
known rapes have occurred on cam-

Georgetown University Protective Ser-

started.

pus or in the’ vicinity: since school

Write News For The HOYA

RV,
8 LV da Vl

left to the individual to fill, according

sentative Martin Arias (CAS ’88), mem-

to Tobin. “The burden of responsibility goes to the fellow students,” he
said. “I don’t think it’s a bad thing to

ber of GUSA’s Security Advisory Com-

have student initiative at all.”

and removal of the donor heart, while

vices indicated that the women could

that, despite the

of Health,

over

70

percent

geon, Dr. John Macoviac, assisted with

both operations.
“Three weeks before the operation
(my husband’s) heart stopped, and I
can’t describe my feelings at that time,”
said Cooper's wife. “The staff at the
hospital kept calling all night to let me
know what was going on” with the surgery she said. When her husband woke

of

ney transplants were shown to be 92
percent successful in the same report.

The National Institutes of Health Department of Organ Transplantation attributes the success of these transplant
procedures

to stronger

and

more

up, he was aware enough to ask if he
“got his heart”, and said that he felt

great, she said.
The actual cost of the operation was
not disclosed, but one of the head administrators for Georgetown Medical

ef-

fective anti-organ rejection drugs and
more advanced surgical techniques.
The decision to perform the operation was made in the spring of this
year, according to Katz. “Mr. Cooper
had end-stage coronary artery disease,”
said Karz. “He had had two major heart
attacks and was left with a very scarred
heart that would not contract.” Cooper

was initially treated with an experimental drug, ibopamine, designed to

Center,

Charyl

Kiger,

estimated

that

the total sum for the transplant would
be between

$50,000 and

$60,000,

ex-

cluding fees for Cooper’s hospitalization one month prior to the operation.
Georgetown University Hospital is
part of the Washington Regional Transplant Consortium, according to Nancy

Photo courtesy University Relations

Paul E. Cooper
Saenger from the Office of Medical
Public Relations at Georgetown. Together with Washington Hospital Center, Children’s Hospital, the hospitals
at_ George Washington and Howard
Universities, and Fairfax Hospital, this
organization helps to locate possible
donor organs through the use of a re-

gional computer bank.

1 CAREER WEEK ‘87
Monday, November 2

Wednesday, November 4 (continued)

NURSING CAREER DAY

ARMY R.O.T.C.: SCHOLARSHIP, OPPORTUNITIES,
AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING

10 am.

Copley Lounge

GUNS

Academic Council

GRADUATE STUDY AND SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES ABROAD
4:15 p.m.

LC.C. 103

Study Abroad Office

MAKING IT ON THE JOB: BEYOND ACADEMIC SKILLS
5:30 p.m.

Old North 205

MBA Program

MARKETING YOUR LIBERAL ARTS DEGREE
7 p.m.

White-Gravenor 201 A

College Academic Council

ALTERNATIVES TO LAW SCHOOL:
CAREER CHOICES FOR POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS
7:30 p.m.

Government Majors Association

1.C.C. Auditorium

2:40 p.m.

WALSH 291

R.O.T.C. Program

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS: PRIVATE SECTOR
4pm.

School of Foreign Service

1C.C.550

MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSIONS:
WHO

IS A COMPETITIVE

4:15 p.m.

CANDIDATE?

White-Gravenor 301 B

CAREERS FOR THE MBA (By
5:30 p.m.

Old North 205

EMPLOYMENT
7 p.m.

aa

School of Medicine

invitation only — x4201)
rogram

OPPORTUNITIES

I.C.C. 103

FOR WOMEN

Women’s Caucus

Tuesday, November 3

Thursday, November 5

ENTREPRENEURS: ASSUMING THE RISK

DRESSING FOR OBJECTIVES, by Jos. A. Bank Clothiers
($25 gift certificate for all)

4 p.m.

McNeir Auditorium

Center for Minority Student Affairs

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN ARAB STUDIES:
MAAS ALUMNI
6 p.m.

PANEL DISCUSSION

1.C.C. 115

Center for Contemporary Arab Studies

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS: PUBLIC SECTOR
7pm.

1LCC 105

International Relations Club

CAREER AWARENESS 87:
EXPLORING BUSINESS OPTIONS
7:30 p.m.

Village C Formal Lounge

School of Business Administration

Wednesday, November 4
CAREER OPTIONS IN LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
2 p.m.

1.C.C. Auditorium

School of Languages and Linguistics

their

Dr. Katz prepared and implanted the
heart into the patient. Another sur-

of heart transplants

night's march. The petition asks for
rapes to be publicized as they occur in

are outraged

but

improve heart contractions, according
to Katz.
The treatment did not prove successful, said Katz. “The heart was getting worse and worse. Mr. Cooper had
to come to the hospital to be given the
drug intravenously, and finally he had
difficulty sitting up, and could barely
breath,” he said.
The transplant, the first of its kind
at Georgetown, was performed by
three principal surgeons. Dr. Marc
Visner was in charge of procurement

by Alex Niven

in survival and recovery percentages.
In a 1986 report by the National Insti-

“We

to areas on campus,

GUMC Releases First Heart Recipient

ranks second only to kidney transplants

HOYA

dents

jurisdiction boundaries
do not allow
them to travel beyond Loyola Hall on
35th Street.
The gaps left in protection for students walking alone off campus are

taco

attitude

ing

Sess isis timecode

“An

mony needs to be developed.”
Students at the forum expressed
great concern about how a new Commencement policy would change the
ceremony. Most were against the division of the ceremony to individual
schools or the conduct of a common
ceremony off campus. Students offered

Georgetown’s ser-

service which they hope will provide
greater protection for students walk-

the students attitude toward the cere-

mony, according to Freeze. “To the
administrators and faculty at the ceremony it looked like a continuation of
the Hall of Nations party.” However,
the drinking and rowdiness are not new.
“That problem is simply exacerbated
by the number of people,” said Freeze.

Phi Omega,

vice fraternity, have combined efforts

oe

I.C.C. Auditorium

Career Center

CAREER FAIR (representatives of 30 career fields)
3 p.m.

Copley Lounge

Career Center

IMMIGRATION LAW AS IT AFFECTS U.S. EMPLOYMENT OF FOREIGN NATIONALS
7:30 p.m.

Office of International Program

1.C.C. 10]

Friday, November 6
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR PH.D. STUDENTS
lam

1.C.C. 662

Graduate Student Organization

Monday, November 6
OPTIONS ’88:
A POST-GRAD VOLUNTEER SERVICES FAIR
Noon

Copley Lounge

Volunteer and Public Service Center

] CAREER WEEK is coordinated by the CAREER CENTER

TRA

Seniors voiced their concerns and
ideas on the formulation of a Commencement ceremony policy at a forum with Provost J. Donald Freeze,
S.J. in Gaston Hall last Tuesday. In a
dialogue between the senior class audience and Freeze, the students expressed a strong desire to participate
more in the policy decision and suggested senior class cooperation to control behavior.
The 1987 Commencement “debacle”
and the ensuing number of complaints
from students, parents and faculty
members made necessary a review of
the ceremony procedures, according
to Freeze. Last year’s ceremony was
marred by two fist fights, inebriated
students, an unpopular speaker, champagne sprayed at students and the audience, and one graduate hospitalized
for being hit by a champagne bottle,
said Freeze.
In his introductory remarks to the
150 students at the forum, Freeze attributed the problems of the last Com-

EE

In the wake of a neighborhood crime
wave, the Office of Student Affairs and

last ceremony there were at least 15,000
people, said Freeze. “We can’t handle
that many people. No one could see or
hear. We did not have adequate services
for that many people,” said Freeze.
The second serious problem is in

EEE

of 8,000-

ETA EH CSB

crowd

10,000 on Healy lawn. However, in the

Assistant News Editor

mittee, “bounced the idea over to
APO” because of their already established Lauinger escort service, according to Tobin.
The van service will not be offered
Friday and Saturday, when most students are downtown or visiting friends’
houses and when they are most likely
to travel in packs, according to Tobin.
“It would be impossible for APO to
send volunteers to every party around
campus to walk people home. It’s just
not practical,” he said.
Georgetown University Protective
Services officers and student “rovers”
are available at any time to escort stu-

A

keep a manageable

by Nicole Wong
HOYA

On an average night, APO volunteers can expect to walk “a little over
a half-dozen home,” said Tobin, variables being the weather, time and individual student. The walking escort service is used almost entirely by women,
according to Tobin. “I have never seen
an escort of a man home.” Tobin said
he expects that more men will use the
van service to get home.
An article that appeared in the
HOYA October 9 reported that the
neighborhood surrounding the university has witnessed an 11 percent increase in crime from the previous year.
The entire Northwest Washington area
accounted for 12 percent of all sexual
assaults reported in Washington in
1986, according to the District's Rape
Crisis Center.
The initial idea for the van service
was submitted anonymously by a student to the Georgetown University Student Association a week ago. Repre-

News Editor

eee

lence within the Georgetown area.”

by Liz Moyer
HOYA
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APO Offers New Van Escort Service
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Seniors Ask for More
Input in Commencement
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do for themselves.” Smith said that passing the proposal would merely increase

Staff Writer

bureaucracy.

A proposal that will increase publicity for service groups was introduced
at the Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA) meeting this past

Monday. Its main goal is to raise the
students’ awareness of what type of
organizations are working for the DC
community both on and off campus.
The proposal by representative Andy
Jezic (CAS ’89) calls for GUSA’s offi-

Betty will perform

next Thursday.

Betty Proceeds May Lower GPB Debt
HOYA

The

Staff Writer

Georgetown

risks,

starting their new show in DC a week

Betty, a group formed in DC, “transcends a strictly musical format,” said

later at twice the price,” Khlat said.
Tickets for the Georgetown show will
cost ten dollars, eight dollars for GPB
subscribers.

member Amy Ziff in a Sept. 25 People
Magazine interview.

“We've made $16,000 this year not
including the weekend movies,” said

“They're a mix of singing and political satire, and they're close to a variety
show, but they’re not. Their music is a

Khlat. “That’s pretty impressive after
being $30,000 in debt. Our goal is

said

require

Tarek

bigger

Khlat

financial

(CAS

chairman.

Program

Board

(GPB) hopes to pay back a large part

of its debt to the university with the
proceeds from the Betty concert, which

will take place next Thursday night
under the sponsorship of GPB.
GPB has made $6,000 this academic
year towards retiring the debt of $30,000
accrued after GU appearances by comedian George Carlin and musician

Marshall Crenshaw two years ago.
When the debt is retired, “that will
translate into a GPB that doesn’t have a
chip on its shoulder, so it won't be paranoid about sponsoring bigger shows”

mix of rock and a cappella. They're
pretty wierd,” said Khlat.
The People article said the band may
be one of DC’s “most striking musical
contributions since it gave birth to John
Philip Sousa.”
“This is a Georgetown University exclusive. They'll be

to have the whole thing paid back by
the end of this year,” he said.

“A direct thing

that comes

down

from the Alcohol Task Force is a shift
from drunken entertainment to providing quality entertainment away from
alcohol, Khlat said. “Betty is an example of quality entertainment,” he said.

HOYA

Staff Writer

A panel of experts in Panamanian
politics convened last Monday night in
Copley Lounge to discuss the on-going

political turmoil in that small central
American country. The forum was co-

fairs in the National Security Council,
led the discussion, which centered on
the current dictatorial rule of General
Antonio Noriega in Panama.
Recent demonstrations in Panama

Representative Justin Falvey (CAS

be selected by the District Outreach
Committee which is part of GUSA.
The Assembly immediately opposed
certain clauses of the proposal. Two

said that “GUSA should support DAP”

major arguments were funding and the
possibility that the project would re-

hurt. If anything, students will be more

have brought that country to the crossroads of democracy, according to the
speakers.
Vallarino commented on the actual

ernment

accused

him

of

sedition,

the Wash-

living situation in Panama. According
to the former television anchorman,
the freedom of the press in Panama is
non-existent because the “government

tional Relations

Club

and

Interna-

of the Americas.
Bosco
Vallarino,
a Panamanian
broadcast journalist who escaped from

forbids any flyers or any communica-

ment, according to Brenes. “It is cru-

his native country after the government revoked his communications license; Roberto Brenes, an exiled op-

tions against it.” The only newspapers
are controlled directly or indirectly by

cial that the military oust Noriega, and
accept a national solution,” he said.

the government, while the television

Brenes said reforms should be made

position

in the judicial and electoral structures

Crusade which is the main opposition
coalition in Panama; and Ludlow Flow-

stations are also under strict government supervision.
i
“The Voice of America [radio] is

er, the director or Latin American Af-

the only way for the people in Panama

leader of the National

Civic

for the proposal

by

(CAS

'91).

the Assembly.

J

“The election results are fairly representative of the campus. There are representatives from three of the main
dorms St. Mary’s, Darnall and New
South,” according to Election Commission Chairman Don Simonetti (CAS 88).
Jim Cunningham (CAS 91), another

newly elected rep, hopes to “work with
the Dorm Councils from all of the
dorms to plan for mixed activities.”
Solsamma Samuels (SFS ’91) and
Jason Wolf (CAS ’91) also won in the

freshman election.
Kevin Prokop (CAS 90) who one the

’88) said that he felt “The proposal did

others.

not provide for anything which the dif-

GUSA also ratified the newly elected
freshman and sophomore class repre-

Employees Allege Manager Corruption
continued from page 1

asking for transfers or just quitting,”

“He [Bryner] would come in on Sundays with his station wagon . . . looking

he said.

nervous,” said one of the sources, al-

Chief among the food items Bryner
supposedly stole for his restaurant were
beer and hamburgers, said the sources.
One of the most obvious examples was

legedly to do much of his pilfering.
As an example of how Bryner allegedly held back wages, the source said

Miller

ers were paid $4.02 an hour. Over the
next two years, university work study
students received raises of approximately $.50 an hour according to one
source; however, Bryner would not advance his workers’ salaries to keep
pace, said the source. And even though,
for example, this past winter he promised his workers a $.10 per hour raise
to all those who returned for their second semester of employment, Bryner
never came through with the promised

Lite

beer,

which,

“has

been

stocked for years,” in New South, and
was mysteriously the food service's fastest moving liquor-item even though it
was never served at any official Marriott event or function, said the sources.
Since the beginning of the investigation, Bryner’s restaurant “The Seashell”

has been closed down, said the source.

is essential, he said.

office, there were five dictatorships in

in Panama to guarantee free elections.

Central America and today there is
only one, Flower defended the U.S.
record on human rights. “We have not

Leadership among political parties, "a
person to take the torch and move the

been silent about the barbarities in Panama”

that in 1985, entry-level Marriott work-

raises, said the source.

Bryner and Wolfle’s scheme came to
the attention of Marriott higher-ups
when a poster appeared in the New
South kitchen that read, “Don’t ignore
business abuse! If you see corruption,
call your employer!” and gave a tollfree number to reach the Marriott investigators, said the source. After the

poster appeared, a number of New
South employees made phone calls reporting the situation, said the source.

“It’s too bad that with all the changes
in management that have recently occurred, the students have had to suffer,” said Viva Deconcini, Marriott stu-

dent manager. “Hopefully now we can
concentrate on improving the service
and quality of the food,” she said.

MTV Auditions Hoyas
by Amanda Taylor
HOYA

Staff Writer

Auditions for a new Music Television game show “Remote Control”
expected to air December 7 were held
last Wednesday afternoon in Georgetown’s Hall of Nations.
The MTV video jockeys were visiting colleges from all over the country in an attempt to recruit 325 students to be flown to New York to
participate in the TV and music trivia
contest.
3
Students were asked to sing various television theme songs and name
members of various bands past and

present during the try-outs process.
About 50 Georgetown students auditioned, in comparison to American’s
150.

“The show will be very gimmicky,
comedy first,” said Stephanie Klein,
an MTV employee. The game will
take place in a setting Klein described
as “very MTV ... four lounge chairs,
four dinner tables, and a row of nine
TV’s to the left, and a row of refrigerators to the right”
The show’s contestants will choose
from nine channels and answer trivia
questions listed.on thase.channels in

an attempt to gain “control” over the
remote control.

PHARMACEUTICAL
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
The chance to work for Marion Laboratories is a once in a lifetime opportunity. Marion Laboratories has been cited by Standard & Poors

for outstanding future growth potential, and has been predicted by Fortune Magazine to double in size by 1990 and reach $1 billion
in sales. We have also been recognized year after year by the best selling book, The 100 Best Companies To Work For In America.
What all this means for the college graduate interested in a professional sales career is an uncommon opportunity for you.
As a Sales Representative for Marion Laboratories, you will be involved in calling on physicians and other health care professionals
to sell our full line of pharmaceutical products. The ability to develop/maintain strong professional relationships in a selling
environment, a stable work history and/or an active and successful college career are essential. A Bachelor's degree is required,

preferably in Business/Marketing or the Life Sciences.
Get your future off to a successful start with Marion. We provide generous stock options, profit sharing, bonus plan, company car
and more. Plus, we provide a unique management philosophy that has contributed to our reputation as an uncommonly good
organization. To find out more, we will be recruiting on campus on November 3. Please contact your college placement office for
further information. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Mi

Yen

sophomore seat vacated by Tailli Song
when she transferred from Georgetown
last year, also agreed that the elections
ran much more smoothly than last year.

Flower disputed those claims of U.S.
complacency towards the region and
described the U.S. position as one of .
“a very interested observer.” He cited
the Panama Canal, the thirty-five thousand American citizens living in Panama, commerce between the U.S. and
Panama, and the strategic positioning
of the country in Central America as
the reasons why “the U.S. government
is very anxious to see Panama resolve
its political problems.”
Citing that in 1980, when President
Ronald Reagan began his first term in

ington Center for the Advanced Studies

by Georgetown’s

informed.”
Jezic argued

Dave

pus attitude from “me” to service of

masses,”

claimed that reform in the military was
essential. One of the major challenges
facing the Civil Crusade, the struggle
of the Panamanians to rule themselves,
is the Panamanian military establish-

sponsored

that “this proposal could not possibly

said

“Everything went well and a large number of students turned out to vote.
Yen won one of four freshmen seats on

saying that it would help to shift cam-

Vallarino said. The Voice of America

lum in the United States after the gov-

Mark Vronin (SBA ’'88), Chairman of
the District Outreach Program, says

process,”

tance of the programs.
GUSA President Greg Smith (CAS

to know what's going on in Panama,”
broadcasts in 45 languages to countries around the world. Vallarino is currently employed by the company.
Brenes, who received political asy-

help.
’90) disagreed with these concerns and

Latin American Experts Discuss Political Turmoil
by Michael Shen

ready doing a good job without GUSA’s

campus service cause. These causes will

ferent organizations can not already

’88), GPB

which

by Casey Anderson

munity Action Coalition (CAC), District
Action Project (DAP) and Alpha Phi
Omega (APO) among others, are al-

cial recognition every two weeks of a

sult in a trivialization of the impormusical group

The proposal would also directly involve GUSA in the work of the different service groups, another question
of concern raised by the Assembly.
Smith and other reps said that the Com-

sentatives. All were elected with clear
margins, and the election process was
said to have gone smoothly.
“I am really happy with the election

i

HOYA
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GUSA Advocates Service Awareness
by Marianela Peralta
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GU Raises
Alcohol
Awareness
by Mark
HOYA

Linder Defends Sandinista Government
by Richard Wilson
HOYA

John

Linder,

Staff Writer

brother of an Ameri-

can who was killed during Nicaraguan
contra activities last spring, described
to a Georgetown audience October 15
the perilous conditions in this Latin

Nagel

Staff Writer

American war zone and vowed his support for the Sandinista government in
suppressing the contra “terrorists.”
Benjamin Linder went to Nicaragua

Georgetown University responded to

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week, October 19-25, by sponsoring a
number of events designed to raise the
consciousness of its students regarding

in 1983, after his graduation from col-

alcohol abuse, according to the pro-

employed

gram'’s coordinator and Village C Resi-

stitute to work in the town of El Cua
on two hydro-electric projects, one of

lege, according to his brother. He was

dent Director, Meg Bird (SBA 86).
“We believe there's enough of a problem here that we want to do something

HOYA

about it. We need to tell people why
we think there’s a problem, and I think

The Copley

that’s part of what Alcohol Awareness
“As greater national attention has
been focused on the issues surrounding alcohol abuse, we have found that

population

is one of

the highest risk groups for alcoholrelated accidents and injuries,” Michael

D. Shaver, Coordinator for Campus Alcohol Projects for the University of
South Carolina who wrote the Alcohol
Awareness Handbook.
“I think there is just a growing aware-

morning at 7. From 9 p.m.

drinking behavior with you,” Bird said.

tomorrow night to 1 a.m. Sunday,
WGTB will sponsor Elvis Night in the

Last year, Resident Directors independently sponsored Alcohol Aware-

Hall of Nations.
According to Bird, Georgetown’s student body resists alcohol education. “I
don’t know if it’s denial. I don’t know
if it’s because people are resistant to
change, here. I don’t know what it is,”
Bird stated.

ness Weeks for their individual dorms.
During the summer, Bird and other

many as one in ten of those who drink
are likely to abuse alcohol.

During the week, information tables
located in Healy Basement, Yates Field
House, and Marriott distributed compilations of known facts and statistics
on alcohol abuse. GPB held a screen-

week.

administered outside of the Pub from

brought

about

the lines of what they

called the ‘logic of the majority, meaning what's good for the majority of the

Linder explained why his brother had
remained in Nicaragua. “He knew that
to leave would be to give the contras
exactly what they wanted. They mur-der one trying to scare off one hun-

dred” The contras’ plans have backfired, according to Linder, due to the

number of American citizens who have

people is what they would do in Nicaragua. This was the Nicaragua that my
brother went to be a part of,” he said.

Linder called the rebel insurgency
detrimental to peace and recounted
alleged contra atrocities, such as an
attack on a child care center where
“they killed four of the eight women

premeditated murder.”
President Ronald Reagan has not of-

of them have been killed by the contras.
[Contra supporters] are guilty of hy-

alition for Latin America and the Community Action Coalition.

Bird cites the new Alcohol and Drug
Policy as a major concern. “I know
that this year it’s particularly different
because people are very defensive

Stanford Sports Interrupt ’87 Yearbook

the Copley

Dance

HOYA

marathon,

alcohol

abuse

Contributing

my

ber of copies involved;

Editor

One signature, or sixteen page spread,
pages
yearto Ye
Deb-

bie Steidel (CAS 88).
Hunter Publishing Co. prints both
Georgetown’s and Stanford's yearbooks.
Ye Domesday Booke’s final deadline
was July 7, just three days after Stanford’s final deadline.
Steidel said she is unsure of the num-

says

Buchko.

who ran it, a sixteen-month
old infant

and a four-year old child.”
Linder’s appearance was sponsored

by the Lecture Fund, the Progressive
Student Union, the Graduate Student
Organization, the Center for Peace
the

Center

for

Immigration

Policy and Refugee Assistance, the Co-

the yearbook

Booke for Hunter Publishing Co, said

has a press run of 2000 copies. Steidel

he had no knowledge of the problem.
Tracy Holtzman, Hunter Publishing's

said she first learned of the problem
October 14 when Dennis Roche (CAS

production coordinator for Stanford’s
yearbook, said she was also unaware

’87) called her office to notify her that
his yearbook had Stanford sports pages,

of the problem.

as did the yearbooks of five other grad-

uates

in the 1987 yearbook included
from the Stanford University
book’s sports section, according
Domesday Booke editor-in-chief

for people who

problems,”

claimed

Domesday Booke.

and alcohol abusers.
“We want to support Alcohol Awareness Week that’s why we're having the
have

contras

Georgetown’s women’s swim team
had a great year in 1986-87. It won the
NCAA championship, at least according to a number of copies of Ye

town Hospital's treatment program and
Second Genesis, and in-patient program for teenage and young adult drug

event; to raise money

the

by Mary Carroll Johansen

One of the week’s more ambitious

behaviors.”
“I've heard so many times this week,
‘It’s part of college life to drink the
way we drink. Unfortunately, what hap-

along

Studies,

anisms set in and they don’t want to
hear about it anymore,” Bird states.

long-term

Sandinistas

to ask, ‘why is it that Nicaraguan civilians carry guns?’ It is because so many

information because the defense mech-

Shaver. “Obviously, bad habits as well

“The
changes

“I consider this to be an admission of

first,

brother’s death was an accident, that

about the alcohol policy. For some people it shuts down their ability to accept

ingrained behavior

forms have turned the government
around, according to Linder.

who creates the harm. It’s the contras.
Who creates the contras? The U.S.
Government. The government Fitzwater speaks for creates the harm,”
he said.

and I really don’t care. I think we have

“At

will be divided between the George-

that one carries into later life,” writes

ica,” said Linder. “He was the first president in history to order the bombing

these workers were legitimate targets.

co-workers died of the injuries April 28.

ness and fight alcohol abuse in the
community. Revenue from the dance

and often become

Nicaragua| was one of the most hated
dictators in the history of Latin Amer-

Linder. “They now state publicly that

strives to both increase student aware-

ing of The Verdict on Tuesday and the

of his own people.” The Sandinista re-

Linder defended the Sandinista revolution in his attack on the contras.
“Anastasio Somoza [deposed leader of

ganizational activity occurring over the
past six weeks. Funded through Student Affairs and supplemented by Adjudication fines, each dorm spent roughly
$300 for its events.

problems they can get into further
down the road if they keep drinking
the way they're drinking,” said Bird.
“College is also a time of life when

D.C. Metro Police conducted a demonstration of sobriety testing on Wednesday. Thursday night witnessed two
events, an All Campus Night at the
Tonight, breathalizer testing will be

point blank range,” said John Linder.
Ben Linder and two of his Nicaraguan

campus-wide efforts, most of the or-

habits are developed and strengthened

Pub and a GPB Coffeehouse.

arm and leg. They then shot him at

House spokesman, said that Ben ‘put
himself in harm’s way. We have to ask

victims be without guns,” Linder: said.

he was caught in a crossfire between
Sandinista and contra troops,” said

events,

ones can become

spring, “contras ambushed them, [and
attacked], wounding my brother in his

pocrisy. They want all the guns for
themselves and they want to. have their

gone to Nicaragua since Ben's death.
Linder also responded to charges
that his brother had been carrying a
gun, which made him a “legitimate”
target. “The four survivors said that he
was not carrying a gun. I don’t know

doing to their body, or what kind of

as good

group of six Nicaraguan co-workers last

Resident Directors planned this year’s

The educational agenda for the week
aims at informing students about alcohol’s long-term implications and effects.
“I think people understand what it’s
like to flip open a top, but they don’t
have any thought process of what
they're doing, or what the alcohol is

that as

Lounge.

tomorrow

thon organizer Kyra Buchko (SFS 85,
LAW 88).

According to a University of Cali-

Formal

pens is you don’t know whether or not

That's not the message we're trying to
convey,” asserts Copley Dance Mara-

fornia research task force, men in their
early twenties face the greatest risk of
developing drinking problems. National

Copley

will begin at 9 tonight and conclude

“It's not just a Prohibition

drinking healthily in college,”
“There was just a general
got it last year as a student,
people didn’t really know
were getting into.”

statistics further demonstrate

will take place in

In-

which brought electricity to the town
for the first time, his brother said.
While working on the project with a

file photo

you're going to be the person who
walks out the doors and takes that

ness across the United States that people aren’t
Bird said.
feeling—1
too—that
what they

Marathon

6 to 8 p.m. The Copley Dance Marathon, held in the Copley Formal Lounge,

Week is trying to do,” Bird said.

the college-age

Dance

by the National Energy

ficially condemned Ben's killing, according to Linder. “They don’t even
say it was a wrongful death,” continued Linder.
“My brother's death is the rule, not
the exception in that war. To condemn
it would be to condemn their policy.
Instead, they try to turn my brother,
the victim, into the criminal,” Linder
said. “Marlin Fitzwater, the White

with

whom

he

had

The production coordinators receive
the yearbook draft pages and turn them

spoken.

over

Steidel said that about 10 other graduates have reported the same problem
with their yearbooks, but she is sur-

to the production

staff which

prints the book. The yearbook staff
receives proofs from the printing which
it corrects and returns to Hunter Publishing.
Jamie Lockwood
(SBA ’88), Ye

prised that she hasn’t had more complaints.

Steidel explained that each 16 page

Domesday

signature is printed on one sheet which
is then cut up into separate pages. Approximately 100 sheets are printed on

Booke’s

|

sports editor last

year, said she saw no problems with the
yearbook’s sports proofs when she returned them to the publishing company last spring.
« continued on page 7

each run.
Terry Poovey, the production consultant coordinating Ye Domesday
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continued from page 1
utes. Jezic acknowledged his error, call-

Recipients

ing the incident “a misunderstanding
between myself and Thomas Jones.”
He said later that “Friday was the worst

day of my life.”
Jezic tendered

continued from page |
sity Alumni Admissions Committee for
the New Orleans area.

GUSA

Evaluating The Performance
Just as opinions initially differed on
the best strategy to address the alcohol
policy, GUSA members disagree on
their final evaluations of the associa-

tion’s handling of the alcohol policy
issue.
“There’s no doubt that our attention
was diverted, at least for a week,” said

Johnson about the critical period following the forum. “We squandered that

and industrial speaking

nominations, and then there is a spe-

cial

bd

pd

commercial

Award was Frank Rienzo, who for the

past fifteen years has been the director
of athletics for the University. Rienzo
+ came to Georgetown-in 1968 as a track

coach and administrative assistant to
the director of athletics. Since he became director in 1972, Georgetown has

committee

Alumni

made

Association

up

that

from

the

selects

the

Awards

weekend,

during

which

the

Alumni Associations Board of Governors also convened.
The Board of Governors is an elect
group of alumni which serves as an
advisory board to the Alumni Association and hence the university, since
the former merged with the Office of
University Relations, Payes said. All
- visiting alumni were “welcome to attend the meetings”, Payes said.
New Orleans and the weekend's
scheduled events were “well suited to

Jezic, who initially advocated an ex-

things,” he said. “I've learned so much
about GUSA, and I'm much more

The next Carroll Awards weekend is
not scheduled for another year and a

according to Payes.

of Governor’s

meeting,

the

+

alumni were welcomed by a reception

Two great ways

of

On the surface,
conclusion of the
reopened GUSA’s
solve its difficulties

it appears that the
alcohol debate has
opportunity to reand move forward.

psyched. People tell me it (the criticism) is unfair, but I don’t have to

While

policy came

close to the approach he favored. “I
don’t think anything got in the way of

believe that. That's part of the job.”
Smith takes a middle road. “I think

clear that some scars will remain from
the battles of the Fall.

most

members

are optimistic

about the rest of the year, they made it

too long and mixed

no one at the plant checks the pages

of the reunion setting.”

Board

waste

Looking to the Future

carefully as they are printed.
“From the minute it goes into the
plant it’s all separated and it comes
together at the end and no one really
ever looks at it,” Lockwood said.
Steidel said that Ye Domesday Booke
has consistently had problems with
Hunter Publishing Co. Past problems
have included late yearbook deliveries
and covers that fall off the yearbooks;
Steidel said the yearbook has never
had pages mixed up before.
Steidel said Andy Shiotani (SFS ’87),
Ye Domesday Booke’s editor-in-chief
last year, decided in January to switch
from Hunter Publishing to Josten Publishing for the 1988 edition. “Josten’s
has been really treating us nicely,”
Steidel said. “I know it’s only October,
but they are really taking an interest.”

The location of the awards ceremony

tion to the award ceremonies and the

a senseless

wood said she feels the problem is that

on “faith, learn-

half, when it will-be held in Washington
during the bicentennial celebrations,

It was

them in with Georgetown’s pages. Lock-

provides regional alumni an opportunity to contact other alums and the
university. This year the weekend was
hosted by the Georgetown University
Alumni Club of Southern Louisiana.
Payes elaborated. “It [the location]
changes each year. They try to get a
geographic diversity, and although
there is a core group that attends the
awards, moving them allows other
alumni to have close contact with university and meet other alumni outside

the Hoyas group,” Payes said. In addi-

lations’.
time.”

happened to be in the middle of those

printing machine

ing and the Georgetown tradition,” according to Payes.

Payes, who attended the weekend's
ceremonies, said about “350 alumni

from all across the country and Puerto
Rico” were in New Orleans for the

spoke

Jezic also takes a philosophical attitude toward the difficulties he encoun-

haps we could have done better had
we not been involved in ’petty manipu-

ne

Also, visiting alumni enjoyed a taste of

university, who

'88).

continued from page 6
last year. She said she believes Hunter
left some of Stanford’s plates on the

local New Orleans culture with a cooking demonstration and a boat tour of
the Creole Queen.
The special guest speaker was Timothy S. Healy, S.J., president of the

John Carroll and Patrick Healy Award
recipients.”

Rote (CAS

we did a decent job,” he said. “Per-

’87 Domesday Carries Stanford Section

Hutter

at the house of Lindy Boggs, a U.S.
Representative and mother of a Georgetown alumnus, according to Payes.

setting a world record in a distance
medley relay.
Payes explained that “people submit

'89), left, and John

a adap

basketball three times. In addition, the
track and field team has flourished,

(CAS

us taking action,” he said. “It wasn’t an
actual rift, but it was a temporary
mistrust.”

us from making an immediate response.”

that the ultimate GUSA

Paul Anthony Ritacco (SBA ’64) is a

Mark Johnson

opportunity. [The infighting] prevented

to GUSA action, disagrees and believes

Photo by Elizabeth

Photo by Sarah Stafford

tered with the release of the minutes
and the controversy over his appointment to the SAC. “I feel that I just

tended period of idea definition prior

gone to the national championship in

career includes news,

on

week to complete its work, which the
assembly had been unable to even address for almost three.

and

television and radio broadcasting per-

action

dent John Rote, Assembly Chairman
Mark Johnson, Justin Falvey (CAS '90)
and Nancy Huang (CAS 90) took one

Slate, Meagher & Flom in New York.
Mullen is currently the chairman of
Georgetown’s Board of Directors and
a member of the Alumni Senate. In
addition, he helped locally during the
recent Capital Campaign, as the vice
president of the New York Campaign
Council. Mullen gave the acceptance
speech on behalf of all the recipients.
Oscar B. Hunter, Jr., M.D. graduated from Georgetown University Medical School in 1940, and was director
of the Oscar Hunter Memorial Lab
from 1981-85. He has served as president of the Washington Medical Center and Doctors’ Hospital. In service
to the university, he has worked as a
medical school instructor, and later as
a clinical professor of pathology. For
25 years, he served on the Board of
Regents. He also has been president of

sonality whose

took

panel, composed of Smith, Vice Presi-

Peter Mullen (CAS 48) works as an
executive partner with Skadden, Arps,

the Alumni Senate.

finally

meeting, appointing a committee of
five members to draft the formal response for submission to DeGioia. The

Phillips, Toler & Sarpy of New Orleans,
received his L.L.B. from Tulane in
1948. He has served two terms on the
Board of Regents, and one on the
Board of Governors of the Alumni Association. Locally, he has served as the
chairman of the Alumni Interviewing
Committee for the New Orleans area.

Club of Washington,

also

the Alcohol Policy at the September 27

E. Harold Saer (CAS ’42), also a
senior partner with Chaffe, McCall,

the Alumni

his resignation from

the committee October 4.

and narration. For the last 27 years, he

ATTIRE A BR.

Page 7

Infighting Stalls GUSA Effectiveness

The Fall Season Arrives at Georgetown

has produced a jazz program, “Jazz
Unlimited”, which first aired in 1960
on Georgetown’s WGTB Radio.
Payes described James E. Conner
Sr. as “a very special alumnus.” He
received his L.L.B. from Georgetown
University in 1926 and later a graduate
degree in banking from Rutgers University. He was an assistant vice president and trust officer for the American
Security and Trust Company in Washington, D.C. before his retirement. He
has served as treasurer for the Alumni
Association, and worked for them in a
variety of other capacities throughout
the years. He also is an Alumni Senator Emeritus.
The recipient of the Patrick Healy

t
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Sports pages from the Stanford yearbook were mistakenly printed in the
GUyearbook.

send students with faulty yearbooks
non-defective copies; Hunter Publish-

for the

ing will reimburse Ye Domesday Booke

she hopes seniors with incorrect books

faulty yearbooks.

Steidel said

“will return them

so

Ye

Domesday

Booke has proof of the problem.

e through the semester.
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Editorials
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Alcohol Policy Is About Time

Student Pregnancies Need Attention
As a Catholic institution, Georgetown is
committed to promoting the tenets of Catholicism. In developing university policy, the
administration is necessarily guided by the
teachings of Rome. Thus, homosexual groups
are not recognized and the student newspaper is prohibited from printing birth control
advertisements. Women who seek university
sponsored counseling, moreover, are not informed of a pro-abortion option to deal with
an unwanted pregnancy.
Given the university’s stand on abortion
and its belief that all pregnancies should be
carried to full term a difficult situation arises.
Nearly 40 per cent of white women and 63 per
cent of black women will have become pregnant by age 20, according to U.S. News &
World Report. Additionally, the university’s
student health service estimates that 72 per
cent of Georgetown students describe themselves as sexually active. The fact is Georgetown students are engaging in sexual intercourse and some are becoming pregnant. The
university administration would be deceiving itself if it ignored this fact.

A pregnant student is in a difficult situation. Motherhood and student life do not mix
conveniently. The academic and social pressures can be overwhelming. Often abortion
may seem the only viable choice for the student. Yet, as the university does not encourage a pregnant woman to abort her child,
administration officials must create a support
structure which would allow a pregnant
woman to have her child.
This structure should allow the pregnant
woman above all to have her child and remain in the Georgetown community. It should
provide specialized counseling devoted solely
to pregnant women, rather than the general
counseling that is currently available on campus. A leave of absence and flexible course
scheduling should be offered. Some form of
financial aid should also be given to defray
the cost
child.

of attending

school

and

having

a

If the university is going to support ethical
positions, they must make them practical, realizable.

Graduation Should Be Changed

Dear Editor:
I wish to applaud the efforts of the
Alcohol Policy Task Force to establish
guidelines for alcohol use at Georgetown and thereby increase awareness of
problems related to drinking on campus.

I drank my way through Georgetown much like I thought everyone
was supposed to. Alcohol, in fact, was

my best friend
— with it I would be sociable at parties, dance uninhibitedly
at the Pub, talk to members of the
opposite sex, etc. After a point, however, my dependence on alcohol began to have detrimental consequences.
I experienced depression, deflated
self-esteem, and a reduced ability to
perform up to my potential in academics
and extracurricular activities. I greatly
regret the opportunities I missed while
in school as a direct result of the priority I, and most of the people I knew,
placed on alcohol consumption.
But I didn’t feel I had the choice not
to drink. Drinking was so much a part
of everything that it was almost inconceivable to imagine campus life without it. It was never suggested to me

that excessive drinking may cause some
of the difficulties I was experiencing
or that my general enjoyment of school
might be enhanced by reducing my
dependence on it. This idea was not
stated in any manner, either by the
administration or the students. In fact,
the very opposite view was often expressed: drinking was what college was
all about. Only now that I have graduated and am living life without alcohol
do I recognize this as an option.
I believe this is the real nature of the

quantities of alcohol.
I believe that this atmosphere promoted excessive drinking among most
students, many of whom were my close

issue today on the Georgetown campus:

relationships, excelling in academics,

the right to choose not to drink. There
are several groups which do or ought
to abstain from drinking. These include
athletes and performers, those with religious convictions or those who simply see no great benefit to drinking.
There are also groups for whom alcohol consumption could be fatal including those with medical conditions, par-

and participating in activities such as
sports and the performing arts. From
my experience after college, the quality of these activities is greatly enhanced if alcohol is not involved. For
this reason I congratulate the members of the Alcohol Policy Task Force
who are bravely taking the first few
steps toward injecting some reason into
the attitudes about alcohol consumption on campus.
The students who are today claiming that their “right to drink” is being
taken away may one day thank these
concerned people for granting them
the right to choose to live life free of
alcohol. This is a right which I believe
was not offered during my time at
Georgetown. The moderate proposals
of the Task Force may help, if only in
a small way, to see that students today
have the opportunity to choose not to
drink and not waste more college years
through excessive alcohol use.
Michael J. Farrand
CAS ’82

ticularly heart-related, and alcoholics.

While 1 attended Georgetown nondrinking students were generally made
to feel disenfranchised if they did not
participate in the consumption of huge

The Students Are Coopted
Dear Editor:

As a GU
disturbed

Alumnus, I was recently
upon®reading

some

Home-

coming literature of the new campus
alcohol policy (eg. registration of tailgate parties, no alcohol allowed onsite, no beer to be sold, etc.) At that

on the outside ends up a futile endeavor. Why? Because the academic
world is not and cannot become real.
It’s a world of ideas and dreams. Life
on campus is surreal. If the Administration is trying to (1) prepare students
for the outside world; or (2) institute
society’s norms, I maintain it is wasting it’s time.

The mayhem marking Georgetown’s May
1987 commencement may have marked the
beginning of the end of the university’s traditional graduation ceremony. The drunken
revelery, brawling students and spurting
champagne horrified faculty, parents and students alike.
. Critics place blame for the debacle at the
feet of both the commencement speaker Sarah
Caldwell, who decided to set aside her prepared speech and speak off the cuff, and on
the ceremony’s logistical problems.
The present ceremony is both too long and
too impersonal. Students process in at 9 a.m.

presentation of degrees to each individual
student. This ceremony would allow the parents to witness the moment their graduate

time, I sensed things had radically
changed since I was in school. Further, I recently picked up a copy of
your publication on Capitol Hill to
learn that things had indeed changed.
A Drug & Alcohol Task Force? Party
Policies? Center Pub controls? My re-

receives the degree they have all worked and

sponse: how ridiculous!! What is this:

live life to the fullest and test the wa-

*GU Vice?”
In my day, such discussions or policy

ters. After four years, the harsh realities of the real world intervene and all

implementations would have prompted

riots. Today, it appears that the Administration has taken over. What is

your silly policies become merely the
butt of some unsavory college stories.
Check your history books, guys: stu-

humorous to me (and to my former
classmates) is how GU administrators

dents have been overindulging for centuries and you're not going to change

always have taken themselves and their
roles so seriously. Let's face it: any

that one bit.

for the baccalaureate mass; following the mass

and that each student will be called to the
stage should discourage excessive drinking
Saturday. The early hour and the brevity of
Sunday’s ceremony should have a similar
effect.

and a one hour intermission, commencement
exercises begin at 11:30 and end at 1:30. Students stand school by school to hear the university president announce he is conferring
upon all of them “their degrees in course.”
These plans leave too much free time for
students to consume celebratory champagne
and also permits too much anonymity for
students who become inebriated.
The university should abandon its present
format to create a more personalized graduation ceremony through individual confirmation of diplomas. On Saturday, graduates
could gather school by school for a ceremony
including both the tropaia awards and the

sacrificed for.
Sunday morning, the university should
hold a brief ceremony including a baccalaureate mass followed immediately by remarks
by the graduation speaker and the university
president. The ceremony will unite the whole
graduating class for one final time.
The elements present in both ceremonies

should help to curtail drunkeness. The fact

that the tropaia awards will be held indoors

University Provost J. Donald Freeze, SJ said

at the graduation forum held in Gaston Hall
Tuesday night that no graduation plans have
been finalized and that he is genuinely seeking student input. Almost every student speaking at the forum called for separate degree
ceremonies Saturday followed by a graduation ceremony for the entire senior class Sunday. Let’s hope Father Freeze stands by his
stated interest in student opinion and heeds
their calls.

...And So Should The Students
Many professors and administrators have
noticed that Georgetown educates but does
not civilize its students. This was evident at
last spring’s graduation ceremony. Students
are not used to formal academic occassions
and they apparently don’t know how to act at
them.
In this sense, the problems at last year’s
graduation are symptomatic of a deeper problem. It would be letting the tail wag the dog if
GU held many formal academic occasions simply to make sure the students act properly
when they graduate. Rather, the goal to civilize sould be an end in itself.
All of this said, however, the proposed solutions to the problems of graduation would

probably have a civilizing effect on students.
There is talk in the President’s office that
during the course of each year the university
would hold a number of different formal academic gatherings (like the mass on Copley
lawn) to get the students used to this sort of
thing. At such events the President, Fr. Healy,

would speak to the student body or Fr. Freeze,
a prominant

professor

or even

leader, would speak.
If this kind of a tradition

a student

is established,

sophomores and juniors will absorb important

messages about how to respect academic ceremony. It would be the first step toward the
enormously important goal of civilizing the
student body and the Georgetown experience.

APQO’s Vans Are A First Step
Crime on and around Georgetown’s campus is a growing problem. Few students have
not heard of the muggings and rapes occurring blocks from campus. The service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega has for a number of
years provided walking escort service from
the library. This Sunday the fraternity will
expand their service by offering an hourly
shuttle from Healy Circle to nearby offcampus locations. The van will leave on the
hour starting at 10:00 pm Sunday through
Thursday.
It is a credit to the Alpha Phi Omega to
respond to the need of off-campus students.
The program is a visible example of the fra-

ternity’s commitment

to service.

Their

campus shuttle fills an important gap in the
security of the university community; it is up
to the students to take advantage of the service. The shuttle’s combination of convenience

and safety should attract those who may have
unwisely passed up the opportunity for a safe
passage home in the past.
But the safety of all students, including
those who live off-campus, is ultimately the
responsibility of the university itself. The university too should investigate and implement
ways to make the nightly journey from campus to apartment a safe one.

and regulations, students will always
be students. They have four years to

Mary Hardiman Lazarsky
Former Center Pub Manager

attempt by a college to introduce laws

and regulations similar to those found

I know

of

many

cases

of

housed at Yates, the School fo Nursing
has funded the Center since its in-

reported in “Dodson’s Health Service
Cures” that the Center for Health Enhancement is a department under Student Health. Although this is not currently the case, hopes are that the
Center will obtain a source of more
secure ongoing university based funding when the initial grant period runs
out in July 1988. Indeed, if funding for
the Center is not forthcoming as proposed by Student Health all of the

ception primarily because no one else on
campus was providing health education

worked

and

lost..

Dear Editor:
I read the last issue
with increased interest
business. First of all, I
the notion as stated
“Health Center Tests”

of The HOYA
as health is my
need to correct
in the article
that each stu-

dent’s $40 Yates fee pays for the Center for Health Enhancement

services.

Although it is true that the Center is

services to students.

Yates Field

House, long a proponent of good health
and fitness, supplies office space at no
cost to the School of Nursing.
In addition, The HOYA erroneously

Gallaudet
Lives On
Dear Editor:
It was very gratifying to see a halfpage of the October 9th HOYA devoted to Gallaudet University, the be-

loved center of deaf culture around
the world.
There were a few minor errors. The
college’s first president was Edward
Miner Gallaudet, but the school is not
named for him nor (contrary to the

caption to the photo) is he shown in
the beautiful statue in front of the collegiate chapel. The school was named
for his
laudet,
ist, and
for the

father, Thomas Hopkins Gallawyer, clergyman, abolitionthe founder of the first school
deaf in the New World (now

titled the American

School

for the

Deaf, in Hartford, Conn.), the man who

brought Sign Language to America and
brought hope to millions of families.
The statue is of Thomas Gallaudet and
one of his pupils (but, contrary to the
usual guidebooks, not his first pupil as
she was much older than the girl in the
the

statue

shows

Gallaudet

teaching a little girl the letter A in the
Sign alphabet (the same sculptor later
did the Lincoln Memorial and formed
Lincoln’s hands in the Sign letters A
and L Lincoln had signed the bill creating the College for the Deaf). The
photo of one of the school’s oldest
buildings now the college chapel and
administrative building is not from the
northwest campus, which is only a re-

cent purchase to house the university’s
prep school, but from the original cam. pus in northeast Washington.
Those of us who can, in Helen Keller’s words, “weave sweet words of kin-

ship”, have a special place in our hearts
for Gallaudet University. Perhaps those
Georgetown students who yearn for a
career that leads to rewards

that are

not merely metallic will consider deaf
education.
Bernard J. Sussman

health education initiatives that we've

so hard to establish will be

I have been impressed with the efforts and enthusiasm of Student Affairs Dean

DeGioia,

Associate

Dean

DeVigne, Asst. Dean Marlowe and now
Director of Student Health Dodson to
improve and expand the nature of Student Health Services to include a more
comprehensive focus. Student Health
has too long endured the reputation

pect,

report
tective

was nc
on cai
ever,
The
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Sex Bias
In Reporting
Dear Editor:
In your reporting of a sex bias in
sports coverage, it seems you are perpetuating, as well as publicizing the
problem. Although your coverage of
the Sailing Team’s performance at last
week’s Watergate Regatta was thorough, you

failed to mention

that the

women’s team will be nationally ranked
this Fall. They are the first G.U. sail-

ty O

ing

be

and

ranked and should be congratulated.
Chris Vobels

tow:

team,

men's

or

women’s,

to

Student Health Deserves Support

statue),

off-

Wake up, Georgetown. Life inside
your Gothic walls is just that: separate
and sheltered. Regardless of your rules

friends.

Georgetown alumni who required professional treatment or other help in
order to learn to face life without alcohol. This I believe is not a condition a
great liberal arts school such as Georgetown should wish to perpetuate.
College is about many things other
than drinking. It's about developing

On
woma

of being incomplete and ineffective.
The appropriate persons with the right
competency and philosophy are in
place. And research has proven that
people establish their basic attitudes
toward health during their college
years. Access to correct information
and ways to operationalize good health
patterns can do nothing but strengthen
the Georgetown graduate. All that remains for Georgetown to do is to provide funding at long last at the necessary levels. The Georgetown student is
entitled to a sophisticated, state of the
art academic curriculum. Why not basic
comprehensive health services including education about life-long good self
health care practices?
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Carol R. T. Day, R.N., M.N.
Clinical Assistant Professor
Director, Center for Health
Enhancement

Seniors Were Impressive
An open letter to the Senior Accounting Students:
Visiting the number of campuses that
I do, the process of interviewing can
run the risk of seeming like a “blur”.
After interviewing as many students as

I do in the course of a normal recruiting season, it takes a lot to really get
my attention.
But it happened on October 12, 1987.
I was thoroughly impressed with the

poise, intelligence, sense of humor and
career direction of each and every person that I met. (That sense of humor

was especially evident by the fact that
no one walked out of my interview
room when I mentioned I graduated
from St. John’s University).
Thomas J. Madera

Recruiting Manager
Arthur Andersen & Co.
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Viewpoint
Joan

Paxson

Rape at Georgetown Is No Joke

On the evening of September 17, a
woman was raped on 33yd and Pros-

pect, in Georgetown. According to a
report by Georgetown University Protective Services (GUPS), the woman
was not a Georgetown student. Rumors
on campus for the next few days, how-

woman and her boyfriend were assailed

carrying sawed-off shot-

guns; he was held and forced to watch

while she was raped. The second incident, according to the rumor, occurred
later that night/ The same two men
raped

two

more

women.

All

of

the

victims were supposedly Georgetown
students.
Rumors like these are rampant only
when those who spread them suffer
from a profound lack of awareness. If

information

acquaintance.

Date rape, or acquaintance rape, occurs more frequently than many students know. On a college campus, one

in every four women are forced into
having unwanted sex. In more real

ever, were different.
|
The common accgunt of the incident held that there were two separate
incidents that night; one in which a
by two men

being raped, more likely that not by an

on rape were clear and

well-publicized, there would be no con-

fusion, but the University shies away
from informing its students of the danger of’ rape and of ways to deal with it.
Rape is a serious problem that needs
serious attention, now.
Statistics demonstrate the gravity of
the problem. During her lifetime, a
woman has a one-in-three chance of

terms, that means in a classroom con-

taining, say, 40 women,

ten of them

curred.
Had this second victim been informed of the dangerous nature of this
area, the incident might have been
avoided. It is the responsibility of the
University to inform its students about
matters that concern their safety.
Though the University has provided
some programs dealing with the prob-

probably have been or will be raped by

lem

an acquaintance. This is sobering, to
say the least. Education of both women and men about this problem could
eliminate much of the misunderstanding and ignorance that can lead to ac-

forts are not nearly enough. Pamphlets
to freshmen on date rape, a two-hour
self-defense course for Village C resi-

quaintance rape.

The immediacy of the problem of
rape is glaring, and the current lack of
student awareness, especially in light
of the fact that the Georgetown

area

has the highest crime rate in D.C., is
equally disturbing. The University Administration must do much more to
heighten the awareness of its students
about rape, in all its forms.

Simple education could be the best
way to foster awareness. For example,
on the evening of October 13, accord-

ing to a reliable source at the Georgetown University Hospital, a female
Georgetown student, was raped on
33rd

and

Prospect,

the

same

block

where the September 17 incident oc-

of rape,

dents,

and

the Administration's

a few

GUPS

lectures

ef-

on

rape prevention are all steps in the
right direction and show some attempt
to address the problem. But the Administration must take a more active
role if it is truly concerned with the
well-being of its students.
Other universities across the country have realized that the problem of
rape must be addressed and have taken
significant steps in that direction. They
have installed better lighting and developed more effective security measures. The University of Michigan offers workshops on rape in all dorms.
Yale University has comprehensive selfdefense courses for both men and women on the freshman

Philip Junker

Move Graduation to

grams, yet the Administration is hesitant to take action.
Many believe that this reluctance is
for the sake of the University’s image
as the Administration does not want to
discourage parents from sending students to Georgetown by publicizing the
problem of rape on and near campus.
Most parents, however, would probably
rather know that the problem exists
and is being addressed in a competent

the Kennedy Center

manner, than learn that their daughter
has been rape because she had not

spectators who have legitimately procured graduation tickets. The audience

embarassment for both the University
and the members of the Class of 1987.

is often screened from the stage by
trees and buildings, and the backround

What was supposed

noise from airplanes and pedestrians is
annoying. An indoor, geremony at the
Kennedy Center would eliminate these
distractions, while simultaneously giving the speaker a more appropriate

to be the solemn

been informed of the danger.
The risk of rape by a stranger, an

and joyful climax of four years of hard
work at Georgetown was instead cheapened and spoiled by the antics of stu-

acquaintance, a date, or even a friend

dents and spectators alike. This inci-

is as high at Georgetown as other college campuses. The University must
counter this with an equally intense
effort to educate its students about rape
and to train them in its prevention.
How many Georgetown women must
be raped before the Administration decides that it is a problem worth addressing? Action is needed now so that
more students are not raped in the
same place, month after month. We
must make rape a problem that is real
and confrontable, rather than the subject of wild rumor and uncertainty.

dent is of great concern

to current

undergraduates, who fear that their
Commencement celebration will be
similarly ruined unless preventive measures are undertaken.
While the University could hardly

be held culpable for the actions of a
few, irresponsible graduates, it certainly
should have acted to prevent the anarday. Tighter crowd and alcohol control would have saved the University
from the ugly spectacle of fist-fighting
students and champagne popping com-

mencement speakers that prompted anJoan E. Paxson is a member of the
Georgetown

gry letters from parents and articles in
the student press.
Yet, the task of monitoring the
hordes that gather on campus to view
graduation is not an enviable one. The

Women’s Caucus.

Sve Barnes and
Jack McDonald

openness of the outdoor ceremony
presents an almost insurmountable obstacle to the GUPS and GERMS units

open the opportunity for smaller, oncampus, individual school ceremonies.
Traditionalists who bemoan the loss of

off campus

of P. a rliamentar

of the current

Student Assembly, GUSA was a happy

{

bility, especially

in the arena

Assembly aa”

the students, and the GUSA

ceremonies

truly witnessed

tatives must respect this. This is not to

mare.

celebration

say that we want a rubber stamp assembly. Rather, we desire a cooperative student association that bases its
relations with the president on trust.

champagne bottles in hand, the Class

Students can work together, as evidenced by the recent success of Homedivisiveness

within GUSA has been all-pervasive.
‘It is apparent that some of the members of GUSA' have strayed from the
family. These days, many members of
the family seem to be caught up in
“politics of the self” Various members
thrive upon fabricated drama and selfimportance. With an obvious lust for
the thrill of politics, they welcome the

coming weekend. GUSA, the George-

town Program Board, the Spirit Comand others all joined

forces to produce a fantastic weekend

confron-

event. In particular, this demonstrated
that GUSA does have the ability to
rise above the drama and cooperate.
Are we to believe that the prodigal
son has returned? The Georgetown stu-

tations within the Georgetown Student

dents deserve a more cohesive and co-

Assembly.

operative Student Assembly.

opportunity

for Nixonesque

One would think that, given the rel-

ative sophistication of the GU student,
GUSA would recognize the fine line
between responsibility and irresponsi-

Campus

Steve Barnes and Jack McDonald are
both members of the Senior Class Committee.

Opinion/ Q:

I would rather graduate on Healy
Lawn because it is such a tradition. Granted, there have been

problems in the past, but I think

There is no question that something

a graduation celebration routine. The

.hake- the event a poor joke! When

looking into, the situation, the Univers:

moved or dealt with more professionally.
The University could still plan and run
the ceremony, but logistical pressure
would be removed from its consideration.

solemnity and dignity back to the Com-

\

The

overcrowding

that inevitably

sity should seriously consider the Kennedy Center option’as a way to bring
mencement ceremony.
Philip Junker, an International Relations major in the School of Foreign
Service, is Viewpoint Editor of The

HOYA.

a night-

in mind

and

The Commencement ceremony itself is perhaps the single most important event of one’s college education.
After four years of hard work and
$60,000 of hard-earned money, both

parents and seniors are eager to celebrate, and rightly so. Yet, outbursts
like those last May only make a mockery of such a grand occasion and ruin

what should be a day of joyous pride.
Preventative measures must be taken
to keep such childlike behavior from

marring future Georgetown Commencements.

Removing

the ceremony

from

absurd as it is ironic. Taking school
buses to home basketball games is bad
enough.
No, the solution to the problem lies in
the way the Commencement ceremony
is presently structured on-campus.
While the university's desire to celebrate graduation in a unified campuswide atmosphere is noble, last May’s
events showed that the present setup
is an inappropriate way to accommodate and control the overwhelming
throngs that result. Commencement at

Healy Lawn to an off-campus venue
such as the Kennedy Center, however,
is not the solution.
Granted, the on-campus version
which the university currently uses has

its share of problems. Crowds are large
and the traffic is unbearable. Much of
the seating is of the Bob Uecker variety, offering excellent up-close views
of the Lawn’s numerous trees and
shrubs. The excruciatingly long procession of 1300 diploma-hungry students is no picnic either, especially
if your name comes near the end of
the alphabet.

Georgetown

has become

little more

than a 15,000-person block party with

But, off-campus? John Carroll would
roll in his grave. Students spend four

chairs. Large and impersonal, the ceremony neglects the basic reason for its

years of undergraduate life, reading,
studying, partying and playing, large-

White-

existence: the students themselves.
To Mr. and Mrs. Hoya, graduation
means one thing: seeing their child re-

Gravenor, Henle Village, and the Pub

ceive his or her diploma. To the gradu-

are all part of the Georgetown experience that graduating Hoyas will carry
an on-campus experience be celebrated

ating senior, the sentiment is much the
same. The circus-like atmosphere of
Commencement, however, prevents
any feeling of individuality from taking place. No wonder audience mem-

in a setting outside of the very environment in which it took place is as

bers resort to champaign guzzling and
rowdy behavior.

ly within

the Healy

gates.

with them long after graduation is over.
To suggest that the culmination of such

The answer can only come in individualizing the graduation experience while
still maintaining a sense of cohesive
university spirit. By breaking the large

impersonal Commencement down into
five distinct ceremonies, one each for
the university's five undergraduate
schools, individual diplomas and awards

could be handed out in a more personalized and manageable setting.
Such ceremonies could be held simultaneously on different parts of the
campus (such as Alumni Square courtyard or White-Gravenor steps) early in
the day, with the larger, university-wide

celebration replete with Baccalaureate
Mass, president’s address, and guest
speaker (hopefully a well-known and
popular one) on Healy Lawn later in

the afternoon. Rowdies would be less
tempted in a smaller, personalized atmosphere to ruin the graduation expe-

rience, and the campus-wide sense of
unity would be retained.

I think

it’s traditional

that

A lot of my family graduated on
Healy Lawn, and it would take

graduate

away from the tradition of George-

think it should be held there.

it in

the

on

Healy

Lawn,

and

is a Contributing Editor to The HOYA

we

SE

SES "90

and Sarah Stafford

Dave Grubbs
CAS 89

CAS "90

ter or on Healy Lawn, I hope that
commencement involves the whole
class, not individual schools.
Jynxs Burton

Compiled by Philip Junker

I have no opinion one way or
the other.

I

Susan Gilligan
SES 89

Kennedy

:

Timothy Hanlon, a Government major in the College of Arts and Sciences,

Timothy Joseph

Whether it’s in the Kennedy Cen-

attend

must be done to rescue the graduation
celebration from the clutches of rowdiness-and inebriation that threaten to

Would you rather graduate on Healy Lawn or in the Kennedy Center?

town to have
Center.

it would be ridiculous to break
tradition. It would be much less
personal.
Kelli Auletta
SBA 89

With

of 1987 treated the university community to a raucous exhibition of drunkenness and revelry that only Bacchus
would have been proud of. To the dismay of administrators, faculty, and parents, graduation proved to be an embarrassment for all involved.

mittee, the class committees, the pub
the Cafe, the athletic teams, the Alum-

ni Association

could

Healy Commencement is a Worthy Tradition

gave Smith and Rote the mandate of
represen-

celebration

their school’s “graduation” on campus,
during which individual students could
be recognized. The Catholic mass,
graduation speaker and other activities reserved for the all-university ceremony could be moved indoors, leaying Healy Lawn open for smaller, more
managable activites.

: parking, security, medical and other
technical snags that accompany the
Healy Lawn proceedings would be re-'

\J

Dial oque

Anyone who had the great misfortune of being on the Georgetown campus during last May’s Commencement

students. Last spring’s election results

cohesive Student

the

the Healy

Timothy Hanlon

of stu-

dent politics. No person at the college
level is a seasoned politician, and no
one should pretend to be.
ed Smith and Rote and we elected the
Assembly. The Assembly must reevaluate what its responsibilities are to the

deserve a more

and

plagues the on-campus Commencement

The students overwhelmingly elect-

“Students

elegance

a mass gathering and special event,
the Kennedy Center staff would find

dent Greg Smith and Vice President

er than its owp. This tranquility was
short lived, however.

style,

town to be capable of managing such

John Rote last spring, and the uneventand peaceful family, more concerned
with serving the students’ interests rath-

with

appropriate amount of control.
While one should not expect George-

We reaize that the. conpontations:of ©
the Prodigal Son analogy are serious,
yet we see significant parallels. With
the landslide election of GUSA Presi-

The final advantage afforded by the

into the

emony

Clearly,

Homecoming weekend, the family had
a prodigal son in the" Georgetown 1Jniversity Student Association vf

the

ceremony...”

Commencement

cultural jewels. The Center would be
able to handle the commencement cer-

the factors which made success a reality over the festive weekend were unity
and cooperation among the Georgetown family. Unfortunately, prior to

last spring,

Commencement

Kennedy Center option is that it leaves

been the site for many nationally renowned plays, operas and ballets, and
it is considered one of Washington's

well students, especially Georgetown

/ Since

back to the

to move

The Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts is only a short stroll away

ates, we have realized once again how"
much the Hilltop means to us and how

fornyation

“Bring dignity

perhaps the time has come

more dignified atmosphere it deserves.

As seniors who have just experienced

ful, smooth

Holding graduation inside a theatre
would certainly deter those pranksters
and rowdies who feel less inhibited outdoors. Trashing Healy Lawn is much
easier to justify than trashing the Kennedy Center, and drinking and fighting
would obviously be eliminated.

population has grown immensely since
the outdoor graduation was instituted,

their last Homecoming as undergradu-

together.

to address the

Given the fact that the undergraduate

down the C&O canal. Its theatre has

work

in which

charged with protecting the spectators.

GUSA Unity
Can Work
Wonders

students, can

atmosphere
graduates.

chy that reigned on Healy Lawn that

orientation agen-

da. There is no reason why Georgetown cannot offer any of these pro-

unfairly penalizes those parents and

The degeneration of last May’s graduation ceremonies on Healy Lawn into
a drunken orgy was the cause of great

If they manage to reduce some
of the incidents that have occured
in the past, I think we should have

I think we ought to graduate in
the campus pub. It’s got a communal atmosphere, cheap beer and its

graduation on Healy Lawn.
Christopher Hanrahan
CAS 89

a great time.

Greg Lisa
CAS 90
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continued from page |
Currently, “there is no policy,” made
by the administration on how the problem of student pregnancy is to be addressed, says Rev. Jeffrey Von Arx, S.J.,
Chairman of the Student Life Committee (SLC). The SLC is currently setting
out

to define

the

moral

guidelines

that the university should work within
when making a policy. Creating this policy will be difficult: whatever solution
is adopted, it will have to take into
account both Georgetown'’s conserva-

Catholic doctrine.
Student Health offers university
women confidential pregnancy tests,
says Dodson, as well as counseling and

institutional support above and beyond what the university already provides? Most theories about this pres-

percent in favor of it. The only sticky
part comes when “sex education” gets

sure are similar, and

information. “We do not push any point

rooted in Georgetown’s ingrained com-

of view,” says Dodson, “our sole goal is
informed choice.” But “the vast majority of women who are pregnant [he
sees] have already decided, before they
came in for a pregnancy test, that if it
is positive they are going to have an
abortion,” says Dodson.
Campus Ministry is also available to
counsel and advise the pregnant, says

petitiveness, and to a lesser extent, its
Catholicism.

Some type of sex education would
be invaluable at Georgetown because,
as Dodson puts it, “the amount of sex-

all of them

Georgetown,

a very

career-oriented

population, constantly delays in-depth
relationships,”

says Himens.

“And

so

you have the, ‘well, [going through with

the situation, perhaps

dents shy away from this service be-

Georgetown has a special problem with

cause of the fear of being condemned

thing, then maybe

the only option I

its student

in some sort of arch-Catholic light. But
it is not the ministry that is keeping
quiet about sex, Himens says. “I don’t

have

Himens

think

Monika Rodman, Director of GU’s
Right to Life holds a similar view. “You
look at the white woman in her middle

In analyzing

pregnancies.

Many

mem-

bers of the university community theorize that Georgetown's blend of Catholicism and high-powered career
mindedness create an increased pressure for pregnant GU women to either

have abortions or drop out of school.
The question arises, is it even possible
for a Georgetown woman to be a

mother and remain in school? If it
is not, perhaps there is, as Von Arx
suggests, “a clear responsibility for

a Catholic university” to provide substantially more support for its pregnant

students.
What the University Provides
Before any discussion of what the
university should provide for pregnant
students, it is necessary to look at what
resources the university currently provides and how these resources are re-

ceived by the student body.
In the field of pregnancy counseling,
Dodson

says that “we [the university]

have counselors in all areas of student
health,” including those at the Counsel
ing Center, Student Health and Campus
Ministry. “It [on-campus counseling]
is available,” says Dodson, stressing
that a pregnant student that comes in
for advice or information about her
options “is not going to get a moralizing
lecture” but rather treatment that centers on “acceptance and compassion.”
At the Counseling Center, located
in the basement of Loyola Hall on 35th

Street, “any student who is experiencing any type of problem” including
pregnancy concerns will be treated,
says Tom McGuiness, the Counseling
Center’s director.
“We refer students to lots of different
places,” for pregnancy services, says
McGuiness, but not to abortion clinics

Sr. Mary Himens, SSCM, but often stu-

there's a reticence

in terms

Kot (CAS

'88), a member

of George-

town’s Right to Life group. “When the
Counseling Center is dealing with a
multitude of problems... that’s not
going to be satisfactory counseling for
the girl who's in a crisis situation,” says
Kot, “because you need someone who
is specifically trained in that area [of
pregnancy counseling].

Kot also worries about the effectiveness of Campus Ministry counseling,
arguing that, “when you're talking
about a girl who's pregnant, and wants

or to Planned Parenthood (which also

an abortion, she’s not going to go to

offers abortions to its clients), implying that to do so would be contrary to

campus

ministry

and talk with a nun

or a priest.”

is abortion.”

also says

she fears the “growing acceptance of
abortion as a means of birth control.”

of

the staff to talk about sexuality,” says
Himens. “Maybe the students have a
reticence to talk to us about it because
they have a preconceived notion of
where we stand on the issue.”
A fourth but seldom mentioned
source of support for pregnant women
on campus is the Georgetown Midwifery Association, located on the first
floor of St. Mary's. The Midwifery Association provides primarily “maternity
care,” but also many services in the
realm of “well-woman care,” which include “health maintenance,” and “all
types of consultation” about female
sexuality, says Lee Tirpak, Coordinator of the GU Midwifery Association.
And although they don't like to publicize the fact, Tirpak acknowledged the
fact that the Midwifery Association
does, upon request, provide birth control for their clients.
But not all students feel that these
services are sufficient to combat the
problem.
“What Georgetown doesn’t provide
is a source that is specifically directed
at pregnant women,” complains Ann

ual ignorance among Georgetown stu-

dents boggles the imagination, absolutely boggles the imagination.” And
even though “a!lot of people say‘'you
can’t have sex education on a Catholic
campus, that’s bull!” says Dodson,
pointing out that ‘Fr. McFadden S.J.
teaches a whole ¢ourse in human
sexuality.
\
Himens also sees a need for more sex
education. “A large, number of our
Catholic students are coming out with
very poor sex education,” says Himens.
“The questions I get asked, even in premarital counseling, are absolutely shocking... just the lack of knowledge.”
But Himens asserts that an “education” into the methods of birth control
would be crossing the line of accept:
ability. Teaching about birtl control,

“It may be that the population at

the pregnancy| is going to ruin my
whole life... if it is going to ruin my
chances at law school or med school
or MBA or foreign service or some-

tive Catholic heritage and the very real
health needs of today’s student body.

mixed up with birth control education.

are

20's, in college . . . she has so much to

oF

lose,” she says. “My

God, I know my

parents expected ‘great things’ of me.
Other students are even more critical. “I think it's absolutely deplorable
that the university is burying its head
in the sand ...I don’t think they [the
administration]

addresses

them

[the

problems of pregnant women on campus] at all,” says Ruth Austern, President of GU’s Women’s Caucus. “There
are counseling options through the
Counseling Center . . . but they're not
publicized,” she complains.
One of the theories behind the claim
that the university is not doing enough
for pregnant women on campus is that,
beyond mere pregnancy counseling,
the university is going to need to provide ‘institutional support’ for its preg-

nant students primarily in the form of
money and child support. This will allow them to fight the social pressure to
get an abortion, and instead see that
they can stay in school and raise the
child simultaneously.
Institutional Support
In order for the university to fight
against what it is supposed to be, ideologically opposed to abortion, it needs
to provide the pregnant woman with
solid support so that she will be encouraged

to carry

her

pregnancy

to

term. The most valuable ways to provide this support would be through
child care and financial aid.
“As a Catholic institution, we should
be doing everything we can to encourage women to make the choice to keep

their children,” says Von Arx, “and
keep them [the women] in school.”
“I think the university should provide

Austern

In addition, “Grants, loans or whatever to help the young woman do both:
keep her child and stay in school,” are
necessary says Dodson. “Most young
woman are going to have to have insti-

at other universities in

the area just because there’s no option,” says Austern. “They get pregnant because they don’t have information about birth control, and they don’t
have counseling options on-campus

But there is a problem. “This is a

tains, is that, “Georgetown

students

behave... in a sort of immature

way

towards social relationships. I think a

linely oriented campus. I think we need

lot of people, as a result of the fact that

to move in the direction of understanding the special position that Georgetown women find themselves in.”
Another possible alternative Dodson
mentioned that could help pregnant

they went to single-sex high schools,
perhaps, and haven't really had a lot of
chance to interact with people of the
opposite sex . . . there's just a lot of . . .
real inability to treat each other as

women would be if their medical pregnancy expenses, like the cost of deliv-

people, rather than sex objects.”
Birth Control and Education

ery and pre-natal care, were covered
in her normal medical insurance. In
this crusade, Dodson says that DeGioia
“was way out ahead of the rest of

Of course, the most obvious way the
university can help with the problem
of unwanted student pregnancy is to
assist in its prevention. And despite
many preconceived notions, the administration is as in faver of sex education on campus as many of the stu-

the country” in pushing for insurance
backing.

Georgetown’s Social Setting
Just what is this subtle social pressure
the

Yet outside the auspices of Student
Affairs, birth control continues to be
available on campus: from doctors with
private practices in the hospital and
from the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology.
Kot reflects that at least part of the
problem might be the unwillingness of
Georgetown students to educate themselves. “We [at Right to Life] put up
signs to advertise for events and thev're
always ripped down,” Kot says. “It’s
like people don’t even want to be educated. They don’t even want to think
about it [sexual responsibility]. So they
just rip things down to avoid dealing

What makes it worse, Austern main-

feminine issue . . . you don’t hear about
a guy dropping out of school because
his girlfriend got pregnant,” says Dodson. “And this is still a very mascu-

with

birth control.”

once they get pregnant, so abortion is
sort of the logical option.”

baby and stay in school.”

fought

DeGioia holds a similar view. “I am
very aware that my department must
be more responsible in its approach to
sexuality and education,” said DeGioia.:
But also, “it's my position [as Dean of
Student Affairs] that for student affairs to... address its responsibilities
in the context of the Roman Catholic
Church it is inappropriate to distribute

stresses a slightly different

than students

tutional support in order to keep the

be

ing abortion.”

point. “I think . .. that there are more
Georgetown students getting abortions

center here at Student Health.”

must

dicate in the minds of many people
that Georgetown is supporting: birth
control, that Georgetown is support:

lot of potential, to say, ‘I can go through
with [the pregnancy], because it’s
standing in my way.”

child care,” agreed Dodson. “Right now
there is no child care on campus. . . I am
trying to provide... a sick-child care

that

or providing birth control, “would in-

And for that reason, I think it’s even
more difficult for, say, a Georgetown
student, or anyone motivated with a

with the issue.”

As an illustration of this alleged reluctance on the part of the student
body to be sexually educated, Dodson
pointed out that recently, he personally organized a New Student Orientation presentation on the subject to which
only two people showed up.

dents, who, according to the same
Student Affairs questionnaire, were 75

added
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What GU Offers Pregnant Students: a Catch-22
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When Catherine Conway arrived at
Georgetown a little over three years
ago, she brought baggage that immediately set her apart from the rest of the
nervous freshmen.
It was not a Gucci bag that made
her out of the ordinary. It was not a
Samsonite.
What Catherine “Citsi” Conway had
brought to school with her was her
4
4
own eight month old child, Megan.

hoto by Nick

(

.

Mountain Bikes Roll onto Campus

“I

We

Now

Megan

by

Michael Hard
Michael
Hardt
Special tb the HOYA

Mountain bikes, also known as ATB’s
3
3
;
(all-terrain bicycles) or fat-tires, have

y

4

her

"win o cus uw

Megan is to look at a living answer to a
that

is especially

crucial

to

machines, with eighteen gears, cantile:
ys
ver brakes, and index-shifting, start at

any Georgetown woman: If I were to
:
get pregnant and decided to keep my

similar to those of traditional

about $500. The most expensive moun-

child, would it still be possible to finish

i
{le

An architectural nightmare, the steps
dirt bikes. The tubing, wheels, and hubs
ascending to Darnall Hall are one of * are thick and durable. The handlebars

tain bikes are more than $1,000; this
is no more than touring bikes of com-

school? Or would I be forced to drop
out because of time constraints, mone-

al!
Wr
Ly
w |

several stairways on campus which do
.re upright (as opposed to the ‘drop
not conform to a normal stride. Stubars’ on ten-speeds) and extend far
dents walk the adjacent brick wall like = apart for better steering control and
a tightrope or change their routes albalance. The tires are grooved for trac-

parable quality.
Georgetown is not the only town to
find itself deluged with mountain bikes.
According to the editors of Adventure

tary considerations or emotional strain?
And the living answer is: yes and no.
Yes, because Citsi has done it, and
therefore it is possible. And no, be-

id
Pe

together to circumvent them. But Bob
Myers (SLL ‘91) has discovered what

tion and thick to prevent punctures.
The handgrips are rubber or foam, and

Bike magazine, a publication devoted
exclusively to mountain biking, be-

cause, according to Citsi, “I don’t see
how someone could do it,” without the

.

many

the pedals

tween

large amount of help and luck she has

°

frames

is almost four and

mother is a senior.

question

i"
+

Pelton

Assistant News Editor

feel is the ultimate tool to con-

are jagged

to cling to the

30-50%

of the bicycles sold in

4

quer them: the mountain bike.

rider’s feet. Mountain bikes are heavy

the nation

At Big

had. In contrast to her situation, “I

.
*

A cross between dirt bikes and tenspeeds, mountain bikes have hit campus this year with the slowness and

and therefore not designed for very
fast or long-distance riding.
Mountain bikes also sport hand

Wheels, mountain bikes account for
about half of sales. Dale explains, “Everyone is buying them. Young people,

can see how [young mothers] would
drop out of school because they don’t
have help.”

<

subtlety of an Appalachian landslide.

brakes

and a myriad

kids, people that are just starting to

First, although she rented on cam-

a

The sudden interest in mountain bikes

brakes

are

than

ride again. A lot of people say theyre

pus

“|
. oe
{ie

as a means to get from class to class is
“probably because they're rugged, more
durable,” according to Sarah Dale, an

those of ten-speeds since wider wheels
require a different gripping mechanism
to stop them, particularly if the wheels

more comfortable, laid-back (because
of the upright handlebars). Especially
people who do a lot of riding in the

years here, and except for special occasions, Citsi lives with her family. Her
house, luckily enough, is only as far

pregnant, she didn’t feel any stigma
placed on her in social situations, like
being on campus. “I was in school when

campus rooms to go to, Citsi would
stay on campus occasionally to study.
Her school neighbors would often help

>|
Toa

employee of Big Wheels bike shop at
1034 33rd St. The bikes, designed as

are wet from riding through mud or
surf. In order to make pedaling possi-

city and couriers.”
Some mountain bike models are spe-

as a five minute drive to Bethesda.
Also, her mother and family are al-

I was pregnant with Megan and I didn’t
find any problem with that...I went

her out by taking care of Megan. “She
[Megan] was always down at school,”

to
NE

off-road vehicles, are almost completely
immune to structural damage and
weather. This durability makes them
ideal for skimming over curbs and cobblestones, and they are built to be asat

ble in extremely rigorous conditions,
mountain bikes have several gears ‘easier’ than even first gear on a ten-speed.
On high quality bikes, these ‘granny
gears’ account for the first six of eigh-

ways willing to help with Megan. “My
father died when L entered college and
my mother has been helping me ever
since. I have lots of help,” Citsi said. “I
definitely do. I have a big family [that

to American University instead of finishing senior year of high school,” Citsi
said.
“I didn’t see any problems with being
pregnant on a college campus at all”

home in an outdoor bike rack as in a
heated garage.
Mountain bikes were invented in

teen different speeds. Lower
bikes have as few as a total

cially designed for city riders who use
them to avoid the hassles of parking
and maintaining cars. These ‘city bikes,
are equipped with fenders to prevent
clothing from being caught or mud
splattered and aré often adorned with

helps out] and Megan's the only grand-

baskets or racks for cargo. They are
quickly becoming a popular mode of
transportation for business people and

child, so everyone

she said. “As a matter of fact, the people were really friendly about it and

she said. “Sometimes when
of class [her nursery school]
had class, my friends down
would baby sit for me. They
watch Megan.”
But there is another side

4

r
4 w |

Marin County California, in 1978. Gary
Fischer, an avid dirt-biker, decided to

install the multiple gears of a ten-speed
onto a dirt-bike in order to ease

the

strain of riding uphill or through mud.
He offered his creation to skiers in
Crested Butte, Colorado who had been
making a yearly trek to Aspen on dirt

bikes. They were thrilled with the invention and encouraged Fischer to per:
fect it:

Currently

Fischer

mountain

bikes-are a major line-in the industry,
and Fat-tire Bike: Week” in Colorado
serves as a mecca
enthusiasts.

for mountain

bike

designed

of gears. The
differently

quality
of five

gears.
Another feature on top of the line
mountain bikes is index-shifting. This
renovation allows the cyclist to merely
click a lever one notch with his thumb
to send the bike from one gear into the

next. The bike adjusts or ‘tunes’ the
chain into place on the new gear by
itself. Index-shifting prevents a rider
from losing time or even the chain
while shifting. The gear-shift levers on
mountain bikes are located on the han-

dlebars- within

comfortable

reach of

the thumbs.
Although mountain bikes can be
found for just under $200, the best

today are ATB’s.

pizza carriers alike.

:

Bicycling magazines devote nearly
half their space to mountain bikes,
dealers cannot keep them in stock, and
races are held worldwide in deserts, on
beaches, or on mountains covered with
dust, rocks, mud, or snow. And Georgetown University’s own bike racks are
teeming with them. As freshmen Bob
Myers points out, the mountain bike is
infinitely practical. Says Myers “You
can’t ride a regular bike over the cobblestones and rails on these streets.”
Not to mention the Darnall stairs.

housing

her first two

and

care

of

her,

always wants

because

my

to

mom

doesn’t work. I have it pretty lucky,”
said Citsi.
Citsi keeps her course load reasonable enough to fit Megan into her
schedule. “I've pretty much taken four
classes. This semester I'm taking five
because she’s older now, and she doesn’t
mind going to school every day.”
4
“Academically,” Citsi says, “it’s easier
now. But when: I was a freshman
it was

hard because I didn’t really know how
to balance, five classes and Megan.”
Citsi also said that, while she was

ow that youve gotten into
orgetown, |BM can help you
with term papers, lab reports, cramming,
all-nighters and, of course, exams.
To ease that journey and awaken
your professors to your exceptional
abilities, we suggest the newest member

“

~

you write and revise long papers and
illustrate your points by combining

words and graphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about
your work.
For more information on the Model

Swi
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diskette drives and an aid package every
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your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help

of the IBM? Personal System /2" family:

“adding to the clutter. And it comes with
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Pop in the load-and-go diskette and
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plus Microsoft® Windows 1.04, Write, Paint,
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 and a mouse.

Roi

a nf

Megan.

An interesting point is that, while
Citsi used to be solidly pro-life in her
convictions before Megan was born,
now she can see both sides of the pro/
anti-abortion argument. “I used to con-

sider myself anti-abortion,” she said.

Cord

|

Product Coordinator on campus.

You'll quickly learn how to get the
most out of the IBM Personal === =¢

Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark and Personal System/2 isa trademark
‘of the International Business Machines Corporation. © IBM 1987.
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separated sometimes from other students because of her unique committment to Megan. “I feel like I have a
whole different life, you know, because

people, when they are students, have
their lives . . . they go out and do whatever they want,” Citsi said.

“It’s just different. It’s fun; it’s defi* I definitely have had a great opportu-

encouraged to have children. But I un-

nity to do both [raise a child and go to

derstand the fact that when some 16

school]. And I am glad I'm doing both.”

year-old child is pregnant, ..in some
cases it; [abortion] is justified”

During her first two and a half years
at

Georgetown,

when

she

had

on-

nitely

fun,”

she

said.

“I go

- CHAINS

“But it is definitely hard. It's not easy

Citsi said.
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out...

in any matter
— but it’s been alright for
me because I've had a lot of help,”

SALE

until Oct 31, 1987

to Citsi’s

“Now I don’t know. I can see both
sides: I'm a mother, so I definitely love
children, and I want everyone to be

14K

i

she’s out
and I've
at school
loved to

situation, too. She said that she feels

25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education

student can appreciate—a big discount, ~~ System/2.
%

and her 4 year old daughter,

everything.”

GRAND

get more outof it.
* The road to graduation is paved

Citsi Conway

a half

watch her right now.”
“If she [Megan] is sick . . . my mother,
takes

oo
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Georgetown is a school of approximately 5,000 students and hundreds of
thousands of cockroaches. Not only
does the ‘vast majority of this latter
population remain underground, but
the number of those that are seen is
diminishing.
Primarily responsible for this de-

says

the pesticides are all EPA-approved.”

in recent years as in the past.

Kordek.
Those students on diets consisting
of a lot of Domino's Pizza or other
starchy foods who don’t clean up after
themselves are most likely to attract

bring

their

groceries,”

District of Columbia law, nevertheless,
prohibits the spraying of pest control
chemicals on personal goods such as
clothes, or books, or on food.

“EPA-approved rodenticides, glueboards, and snap-traps are used,” according to Kordek. He considers the
glue-boards and snap traps most effective since mice do not always take the
bait used with the rodenticides.

roaches since foods high in carbohydrate

content

are a roach’s

favorite,

Mice present another campus problem. There are not as many mice as
roaches around, but, as Hill-Murray

according to Hill-Murray. Nevertheless,

warns, “this is the time of year when

Hill-Murray says students should keep

mouse

in mind that any type of food is suitable fare for pests.
In addition, many of the buildings

heads.” Driven indoors by cold weather
in the fall months, mice will remain
indoors often until the return of spring

nance Group and Paramount Pest Con-

on campus are 30 to 70 years old.
This creates an ideal environment for

trol' a pest-exterminating

and higher temperatures. The solution
for rodent infestation remains the same

roaches

crease are new advances in pest con-

trol and the combined efforts of
Georgetown’s own Resident Maintecompany

hired by the university. The main adversaries preventing the university from
securing complete control of the pests

are the female cockroaches. They are
“indirectly responsible for roughly
20,000 new offspring per year,” says
Kevin Kordek, Technical Director and
Entomologist of Paramount. Kordek
also adds that poor housekeeping habits
in student houses and apartments con-

other

pests. They

start

to

rear

their

can

ge

travel through the massive system of
pipes connecting all buildings on campus. Kordek describes these pipes,
which are inaccessible to extermina-

tors, as “prime

breeding

areas” for

roaches.

Paramount has been able to keep
the actual breeding of cockroaches in
check with Gencor, an Insect Growth
Regulator (IGR). Gencor is not a pesticide but rather a synthetic hormone
. akin to that produced by cockroaches

which causes sterility. The regulator is
combined with insecticides which are

rotated monthly to prevent the roaches
from building up
ture is sprayed
enough to ensure
cording to Kordek,

exterminated by Paramount.

immunity. The mixin amounts small
safety. Indeed, acGencor is “50 times

less toxic to humans than aspirin and

corridors there. Again, this was handled by Paramount.

Hill-Murray and Kordek both agree .
that the best action students can take
to reduce pest control is to keep their
rooms and apartments neat. “Food left

Resident Maintenance must also deal
with student misconceptions about the
service provided by Paramount. Namely,
students believe the chemicals used will
provide instant results. “Everybody
seems to have this TV image of a bug
walking in, spotting insecticide, screaming and falling on his back dead,” complains Hill-Murray.
:

Problems with pests other than mice
and roaches are minor and infrequent.
Every spring, for instance, Boxelder
Beetles descend upon the New South

dormitory. While they are harmless,
they do “create a nuisance just by their
presence,” says Kordek. They are also

rectly thought notifying Resident Maintenance once would ensure repeated
service whenever a problem arose.

places for pests, especially roaches.

Compared with the past, this has
been a good year in terms of pest control. Hill-Murray reports receiving
fewer calls while Kordek from his end
considers this “a very good year for
bugs.” The spraying Paramount does
greater numbers than before. Not realtwice a week in the dormitories and
izing that many of the pesticides used
once a week in the academic and adby Paramount are odorless, they often
ministrative buildings appears to have
mistakenly assume their living quarbeen more than adequate in control
ters have not been sprayed and comling the problem.
plain unnecessarily. Hill-Murray assures
that problem will be temporary.
The roach infestation at Georgetown
Hill-Murray promises that Residence
can never completely be eliminated as
Maintenance will be “glad to spray for
long as roaches can still be brought in
anyone who notifies their RHO” profrom outside the confines of the camvided a call is made every time there is
pus. In fact, a 90 to 95 percent reduca problem. The university will pick up . tion in the population is considered
the bill for exterminating campus livto be complete as possible. “We'll
ing quarters, and the exterminators are
always have a bit of a battle,” says
on the scene approximately three days
Hill-Murray. However, the two agree,
after receiving a call. In the past, Hill“the numbers will always be dropMurray says that students have incorping.”
In fact, it takes about 10 to 14 days .

Photos from left to right by Nicholas Mack, Liz Totaro, and Lucie Melahn

From left to right: a roach’s size shown in relation to a crayon and a dime, a campus exterminato r, and

two unfortunate victims of a Roach Motel.

If your friend went out and ate a
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The Princeton Review Improves Students’
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six pack of greenbeans every night,
would you talk to him about it?

Our personalized, computer-aided instruction and diagnostic

exams give students what it takes to do their best on the GRE.
Free Mini-Session
For a limited time in October, The Princeton Review is
offering a free mini-lesson, where we will teach you the
revoluntionary techniques that make us the best prep for the
GRE. During this one-and-a-half hour lesson you will learn
how graduate schools use the GRE, how the GRE is designed,
and most importantly, how to beat the GRE. Free to future

graduate students. Space is limited for these sessions, so call
now for your reservation.

The Princeton Review
We

score more

1775 T Street, Suite 200, Washington DC
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
October 19-25
Join hundreds of campuses across the United States. Take time this week to learn about alcohol and
responsible drinking. Watch for information tables in Healy basement and Yates as well as Events held
by GPB, Residence Hall staffs, and the Pub. For more information call Residence Life at 625-6200.

20009

Call today for complete information.

797-1410

2
iL

From coast to coast, graduate candidates who take our
GRE prep course show an average increase of 250 points
over their previous scores. . . the best result of any course,
any book, any computer program, ever!

Ye

GRE Scores An Average of 250 Points.
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left on the floor,

and trash not being taken out enough
are the main factors,” says Kordek.
Clothes and personal belongings left
on floors leave convenient hiding

Yon

LM}

Rr

in drawers, crumbs

for a roach to die after contact with
the pesticide used by Paramount. Immediately after spraying, students may
notice the agitated cockroaches in

yi 3
et

tribute to the problem.
“Housekeeping leaves a lot to be
desired,”agrees Bob Hill-Murray, Resident Maintenance Group Administrator. The main problem is that students
fail to dispose properly of food, thus
making it available to the pests in their
living quarters. “The students are bringing them (roaches) in when they come
in with their belongings and also when

and

problems

One incident was the infamous ‘bat
scare’ in Village A last year in which a
small baby bat was found in one of the

+
gp

they

by Rob Monroe

<
¥
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Exterminating the Persistent Pests at Georgetown
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Surrender: Give It Up, This Is A Big Loser
by Francie Hogan

TTT

Special to The HOYA

How could Warner Brother’s ambitious new romantic comedy, Surrender,
starring Academy Award winning actors
Michael Caine and Sally Field, be so
bad? The answer is threefold; there
are conflicts in the plot, there is a very
silly and at many points incomprehen-

next day. However, he is so anxious to

perturbed

get to know her, he drives his green

reaction to this turn of events.
The plot lurches along, raising the
questions of love versus marriage; old

Pinto over around noon, asking her if

they might not “make love before dinner?” In one of Daisy’s more astute
insights, she asks, “are you wierd?”

would

be any movie-goer’s

boy-friend (absent) versus new boyfriend (living-in), and how to end the

that, since

movie in a reasonable time frame with

dinner time is so far away, they should
get a jump on the evening? Three
cheers for logic. Confused and a little

at least one nice moral message tucked

However,

she

does

agree

in. Again

Aaron

Spelling and Com-

pany wrestled with these problems to

no avail.

Despite a truly well shot and musically coordinated beach scene, a few
nice cracks about lawyers and the
sound advice that pre-nuptial agreements are probable not the most romantic plans to spring on a future
spouse, this movie is a great disappointment.

sible’ script and there is the basically
botched up acting job by two fine and
experienced actors. Of course the real

culprit could be Aaron Spelling, the
producer of this movie, who is, according to Warner Brothers, “acknowl-

edged by his peers as one of the most
consistently creative producers whose
credits include such quality entertainment as ‘Hotel,” ‘Love Boat,” ‘Charlie’s

Angels,” ‘Family’ and ‘Hollywood
Wives! ” This statement alone explains
many of this films problems. Wherever
the reason may lie, this film unfortunately cannot be recommended.

The story opens to reveal the life of
Daisy

Miller

(Sally Field), a talented

yet unrecognized and broke artist dissatisfied with her job, her big baby of a
boy-friend (Steve Guttenburg) and, ba-

sically, her life in general. She meets
misogynist and prominent author Sean
Stein (Michael Caine) who has been
sued and used by every woman with
whom he becomes involved. These
facts are revealed during their first encounter when the two are tied naked
to each other at gun point at an elegant party. Despite the warnings of his
best friend and lawyer, Sean is won

over by Daisy’s sincerity and selfless
courage, and his belief that she could
love him for what he is and not as an
investment. He then decides to pursue
her.
Stuggling artist Daisy Morgan (Sally Field), making a fool of herself at the
Blizzard O’Bucks machine in Surrender.

r

Come

Feigning poverty and nonentity, Sean
leaves Robin Leach and his Jaguar behind and asks Daisy out to dinner the

Get ELVIS-ized at

I |wGeTBs
© | ELVIS PARTY
L

Featuring THE ELVIS SHOW

.
j

~

WITH MJ THE DJ

The To

ore row Night, Saturday Oct 24
- - 9pm-lam, Hall of Nations
$1 ADMISSION

r

ELVIS IMPERSONATION, ELVIS PRIZES,
ELVIS BEER (75¢), ELVIS BEVERAGES

o {.greal

9g

wlcrartl
&-

SportingJ

bt DOs

GOOD OLE ELVIS FUN.
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JEWISH

ACTIVISTS

The NATIONAL JEWISH COALITION, a politically-conservative national Jewish organization, is looking for interns.

4

ELLINGSON

Based on Capitol Hill, internship will create opportunities to develop career-building

A comedy

beyond

belief.

©1987 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION
RELEASED BY TWENTIL so CENTURY FOX FILM CORP

REVIEW

contacts on Capitol Hill.
Hours flexible (approx. 20 hours per week). Stipend and academic credit available.
All applicants and enquiries should be submitted in writing to:

REISS 103, 7:30 pm and 10:00 pm
FRIDAY Oct. 23 and SATURDAY Oct. 24
$2 or $1 w/ GPB card.

David Chodrow, Assistant to the Executive Director

National Jewish Coalition

SEMINARS
898-1577

GN

Adinbout iin,

Quarles wd

Early Registration

415 Second Street, NE, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20002

Discoun

(202) 547-7701

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN

Student Season

Ticket Holders

should pick up their exhibition game tickets beginning Nov. 3.
Go to the McDonough Arena Ticket Office, Mon. — Fri. ® 12 Noon— 5:30 p.m.
Open practice in McDonough Arena © Nov. 10 © 6:30 p.m.
For student season ticket holders and
Hoya Hoop Club members only

a

a

%

Bi-lingual? Interested in learning about career
opportunities in Japan?

Shushoku Joho, the employment journal of
Japan, provides information on opportunities

with prestigious Japanese and foreign capital

% Georgetown Hoyas vs. National Team of Canada
McDonough Arena © Nov. 17 © 8:00 p.m.
Adults $5.00 ® Georgetown students $2.00 ® Youths $1.00

companies operating in Japan.

To receive the latest news in career opportunities in Japan, free of charge, please dial

(800) 423-3387 in California; (800) 325-9759
outside California.
A service of Recruit U.S.A., Inc.

“We Communicate Opportunity’

Part of Student Season Ticket Plan
Nov. 13, 1987 is the last day to buy student season tickets
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~~ GPB Brings Betty To Gaston Hall
Kennedy

by Teresa Drenick and
Jacqueline Bendy
HOYA

coast,

including

Betty, DC's hottest female trio will perform at Gaston Hall October 29.

remains

ing a special

performance

Special to the HOYA

In the span of only three shows on campus, a group
of five seniors, who call themselves Last Call, have
already made a big splash in the Georgetown student
music scene. The HOYA took the opportunity to sit

behind a desk. And in would walk this
woman

who

looked

great

and

made

women

were

it
,

i
i

w

wv

A

h

at New

$8 for GPB

was

about

as cool

as

in those

Tickets for Betty are on sale now at
the Healy Basement box office and

going

She

to be

Ml

wise cracks and always knew what was
on.

allowed

days. And her name was always Betty.”

South.

Tickets are $10 each;

cardholders.

in Gaston

a

their new material for this Washington

season. Explains Amy, “Gaston Hall is
a beautiful venue, and we like the students at Georgetown. They're very

v

A

wrote of Betty's show last year at DC
Space: “Winning numbers include ‘Fed
Up,” a pointed number about a de-

A

*

or

-

structive obsession with slenderness; a

*

’

backup song called ‘Go Ahead and
Split, Mr. Amoeba Man...’ and the

4

#

stealer,

the

theme

from

7

‘Petti-

ali

into a slow, spacey blues—you have to
hear it to believe it.”

«lr

Last Call, shown here during a performance in Healy Program Room, is
GU’s newest musical addition.

body’s confident.
Grimes: We've also got to work because we're playing
the Pub and we know that if we keep playing the same
songs people are going to get tired of it.

you're playing, or is there any music that one of you
refuses to play?

Filipiak: With the Pub on Friday (today) and the Hall of
Nations on Halloween, we have a timetable, and we

Weis:

Stabile: We all like different kinds of music, but that’s
never a problem.

I think

we've

learned

to stay away

from

the

extremes of our individual tastes, and stick to things
that will work out well.
Grimes: It just happens that a bunch of the songs we've
centered on are top 40, like Bryan Adams you hear on
the radio all the time. But it’s still good, and just because its top 40 doesn’t mean we won't play it.

Terzis: You can tell everyone is sitting there scrutinizing everything.
Weis: Plus, there’s alcohol at other places, so we sound
a lot better then... (laughter)

HOYA: Was it also a relief to “finally” get out there?
Terzis: Yeah, we were really psyched to get out there
and show people that we can do something.

they’re not going to come out and play.” So, I think they

were surprised at how good we were, or I guess how

Weis: That's how the 50's Jam we play started, and our

good they think we were. Anyway, it’s nice.

mix of Good Lovin, La Bamba, and Twist and Shout.
Grimes: We said, “Hey, they're all the same chords, we

everyone just caved in and started dancing. It was great.
After seven or eight songs we had to start backing up
because they're wasn’t enough room, and people were
stomping on our guitar pedals... You really feed off
the crowd, too.

can do that!”

HOYA: How did you feel during your first performance?

ally the goal is to keep it fresh and keep it fun. We're

HOYA: Have you ever considered writing your own
material?
Filipiak: It’s tough for a new band to introduce their
own stuff, because you don’t know how good the band
is before you see them. But if you take a cover song and
do it well, they'll say, “That's a good band.”
HOYA: Do all of your musical tastes mesh well when

All: Scared.

having

with

the band

members

and

talk about

their

history, their future and their music.

HOYA: You have already stirred up a lot of talk about
yourselves in a short period of time. How does it feel to

be taken so seriously all of a sudden?
John Grimes (bass): We were pretty surprised that we've
gone over as well as we have because all of our friends
have known that we've been trying to put together a
band for a year or so and after a while they figured,

“Gosh, they practice so much, they must really stink if

HOYA: How long does it take you to learn a song?
John Terzis (lead guitar): At this point, fifteen minutes.
Seriously, we learned six songs yesterday within two or

_ three hours.
Brian Weis (drums): We did a lot of groundwork last
year because we spent so much time practicing that we
learned to play with each other, and I think it was
helpful.

Ken Filipiak (vocals): Plus, we're confident now. Every-

Weis: What's most important is that people have a good

HOYA: How much time do you spend practicing every
week?
Terzis: As much as we can. It depends on how much
work everybody has to do.
Grimes: If we get a gig, we'll practice a couple times

time. Like at the Nevil’s show, it started out with everyone standing around listening to the first three or four
songs, and then we played Gimmie Three Steps and a

each week. Probably about ten hours a week, including
the set up and the whole process.

friend up from Dallas started dancing with his girl, and

next few months?
Filipiak: Goals of the band. Do we have any goals?...

Stabile: A combination between scared and an incredi-

HOYA: What kind of things do you see happening these

We want to be the best. The best band ever at GU!
(laughter)
Weis: Yeah, that’s it. My goal is to play New Year's Day
a little faster, down to about thirty seconds or so. Actusuch

a good

time

keeping up the energy.
Filipiak: We're always

now,

it’s just

a matter

of

looking for angles, surprises,

ble adrenalin rush.
Grimes: It was a weird deal because it wasn’t a place
where you could get up and dance, so at the end they'd
clap, but you couldn't tell if they were just being nice or

different’ ways“to' do songs, différént types of songs to
play.

if they liked it.

and there.

How
was

Grimes: We also want to get off campus and ‘play here’
3
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The Harvard Independent
is sponsoring a nationwide search for the
"most outstanding" college application essays & will award

$1,000

to the author of the "most successful" essay received. The Independent

will also award $500 to each of two runners-

publish the essays of the top 100
\

, and ; will

finalists

in a nationally distributed book.

ELIGIBILITY:
SUBMIT ESSAYS TO:

ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS

J

DEADLINE:NOVEMBER 20, 1987

HARVARD INDEPENDENT COLLEGE ESSAY GUIDE
P.O. BOX 1817
CAMBRIDGE, MA.
02238

(PrizES WILL BE AWARDED AND SELECTIONS WILL BE MADE BY: DEC.3]1987 )
Commander Salamander ® 1420 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. ® Washington, D.C.
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have to learn at least six songs a week. Between all of
our schedules we don’t get that much practice time...
Grimes: . . . So when we're together we really need to
work at it.
Mark Stabile (keyboards): Keeps it interesting, having
as much new stuff as possible.
HOYA: How does a typical practice go?
Filipiak: They're pretty structured.
Stabile: Occasionally someone will start playing a song
they know that we never talked about and everybody
else will start playing it too, and it works. Then we go to
do it seriously and it sounds terrible!

down

¥
2
{

coat Junction’ TV series transformed

local gigs include the 9:30 Club, the

w

Y

show

Past

»

aware and sophisticated, but still like
to have a lot of fun.”
Washington Post reviewer Joe Brown

Last Call: Taking A Last Chance At GU
by John Huston

But who is Betty, anyway? Ziff explains, “In old movies, there was always a guy in a three-piece suit sitting

Hall, exclusively for Georgetown students. The show is a sneak preview of

Manhattan

their hometown.

Morgan

Leader Amy Ziff is a cellist and a
standup comic. Her twin sister, Bitzi
plays the keyboard, while Allyson plays
a mean base. Together, they harmonize to wry, witty lyrics.
Thursday, October 29, Betty is giv-

clubs like The Bottom Line. DC, however,

the Adams

Each of the three artists projects her
own wacky charisma into her work.

Staff Writers

What's tall and thin and heard all
over Washington, DC? Betty, of course,
the zany a cappella trio comprised
of six-foot-plus Allyson Palmer and
twin sisters Amy and Bitzi Ziff. Betty’s
peculiar brand of bouncy bebop has
become the hippest act on the Washington music scene. Their music defies categorization
—at once humorous
and ‘harmonious, they've been aptly
dubbed the “Marx Brothers Meet the
Andrew Sisters.”
Amy Ziff explains, “There are no
rules with Betty. For each show, we try
to do something topical. But we're not
vindictive. We just like to make people
laugh.”
Betty's eclectic musical sound takes
its inspirations from a variety of influences ranging from folk to electropop
to the ‘40's trio the Barry Sisters. They
have played to packed houses all over
the East

Center,

Day Festival, and Blues Alley.

1

Selections will be made by the editors of the Harvard Independent, ‘Harvard College'sWeekly Newspaper

Questions? Call 617-239-6761

__J
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Years Later This Tuna Is Still Fresh
gins as a light, irreverent comedy. It
does this well. Everything a “sophisticated” person would expect out of a

by Ervin Massinga
HOYA

Ford’s

Staff Writer

Theater

senting

the

Greater

Tuna,

is once

again

delightfully

pre-

humorous

town full of “hicks” untainted by a single modern idea is represented. The

titled, “Fewer Negroes in Literature.”
The entire cast of characters, some
20 in all, are remarkably played by

two

actors,

Joe

Sears

and

Williams, who are adept at
quick changes of costume and

Jaston
both
com-

shows just why it has had the strength
to tour the nation since 1981, and be
made into an HBO special. Though.

townspeople dutifully censor their High
School’s library of offensive literature
(Shakespeare heading the list of things
to go) and cleanse the dictionary of

the original cast suffers from some
overexposure to the material, the skits

unnecessary words. Cruelty to animals
is something to do while bored, and

remain biting. Tuna, the third largest
town in Texas, is a satire of both big-

the highest aspiration for a girl is, of
course, to be a cheerleader. Unsurpris-

proficient as ever in their roles, though
some of the freshness and enthusiasm
have gone out of their performances.
Williams has appeared over 1300 times
in Greater Tuna, and unfortunately it

oted,

ingly, Tuna

shows. Many times in the first Act, his

and

again

provincial-minded

the

quality

small

south-

ern towns and the city dwellers that
stereotype them.

has

called OKKK

both

a radio

station

and a PTA Committee

plete changes of character, gender, and
level of intensity.

funniest

Both

lines were

actors are as

lost because

of

mechanistic timing and more noticeably, poor projection to the audience.
He did improve, however, on both
counts in Act II. Sears occasionally
rose to masterful heights, but seems

to suffer from some of the same
fatigue Williams does with Tuna. Both
men were much more effective in roles
that called for fresh originality in vignettes that were recently added.
Overall,

this

production

is worth

seeing. The script is outrageously
funny, and many of the characterizations are crisp, sharp, and can bring
tears to one’s eyes.

As the cast also wrote the play, they
can and do change the script to suit
whatever mood they happen to want

to explore. The result in this production
is that the overall tone is somewhat
melancholy, though the vast majority
of the material is the same as it was
during its last Washington run. Whereas
last year the family that dominates the
action, the Bumillers, were

a clan of

comic level in this recent production.
Generally, the play keeps to its ori-

oe

Williams as Didi Snavely, one of Tuna, Texas’ more outspoken residents,
in Greater Tuna.

War

unreconstructed buffoons, some of
them elicit some empathy on a non-

DC Catches Museumania
which is situated above the under-

ground buildings.
The National Museum of African
Art was established in 1964 as a
private educational institution, and

There are now two new museums to visit on the Mall. Last month,
the Smithsonian Institute opened a
museum complex on Independence
Avenue,

next

to

the

eventually became a part of the
Smithsonian Institution by an act
of Congress in 1979. The museum

Smithsonian

Castle. The structure, which is primarily underground, cost $72.2 million to construct, and it consists of
two major museums: The Arthur
M. Sackler Gallery of Asian Art
and The National Museum of Afri-

is devoted to the collection, study
and exhibition of the traditional arts
of Africa, south of the Sahara. The

can Art.

volume library and a photographic
archives with more than 2 million
slides and black and white photo-

permanent collection houses approximately 6,000 works, and vast research facilities, including a 13,000

;

The project, initially conceived
by Japanese architect Junzo Yoshimura, began construction in July of
1983. Money for construction came
from a combination of federal appropriations and private funding.
Ninety-six percent of the structure
is underground.
All that one sees
from the street level is the pyramidshaped roof of the Sackler Gallery,
and the domed rooftop of the Museum

graphs, as well as more than 50 feature films on African art, life, and
environment.

The Museum opens with five exhibitions

one

of which

is entitled

“African Art in the Cycle of Life;”
an exhibit consisting of about 90
works of African art borrowed from

public and private collections in Europe and the US, These master-

of African Art. A Victorian

pieces show that art in Africa inter-

flower bed makes up the center of
the four acre Enid A. Haupt Garden

sects most aspects of the life cycle,

always in different ways, but with
remarkable consistency. Another
exhibition, “Patterns of Life: West

African Strip-Weaving Traditions”
is an examination of the origins of
narrow-band strip weaving in West
Africa. “Royal Benin Art,” is an exhibition of 21 objects from the traditional court art of the Benin Kingdom, ranging in date from the 16th
to 19th centuries. “The Permanent
Collection” consists of more than
100 works according to geographical and cultural regions. Finally,
“Objects of Use” is an exhibition
illustrating the range of materials

of art from China, the ancient Near

cestors: Ritual Objects from China’ y
which consists of ancient jades and

ian objects.
The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
devoted to the exhibition and study

East and Southeast Asia, including
objects in bronze, jade, silver, gold,

bronzes, some dating as far back as
3000 B.C. “Monsters, Myths and

lacquer,

of Asian and Near Eastern Art, is

paintings and sculpture, dating from

Minerals” displays animal and monster imagery in Chinese Art. An-

named for its donor who, in 1982,
gave the Smithsonian 1,000 important objects of Asian art and $5
million toward construction of the
building.
‘The Sackler Gallery aims to bring

the fourth millennium B.C. through

other exhibit, “Pavilions and Immor-

the 20th century. Also displayed
are Persian and Indian paintings
and manuscripts and a selection of
Japanese
works.CE
I
re
ha,

tal Mountains: Chinese Decorative
Art and Painting” includes paintings and objects of furniture dating

and the economy of means employed by artists in creating utilitar-

major international collections

will enjoy working with
competitive compensation
OPPORTUNITY

effectively,

expanding company.

you

and/or

sales experience, call Bruce France at 301-869-9749 or
1-800-343-4019 to arrange an interview.
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Call 347-0550 for your appointment today.
Located in “The Shops’, 14th & F Streets N.W, Suite 292.
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Meet a Medill Representative at the Washington,
D.C. Area Universities Graduate and Professional
School Fair on Wednesday, October 28, 1987.

Isn't that just the test edge

a 337-9378/9379
(202)
(EO/AA)

put spring in
between
Admission
accepted

TZ
©

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
;

901 Six Street SW
, DC: 20024

;

your law career deserves?

courses in Government or Journalism.

Room 713A,
Washi

®

to the law school of their choice and going on

Pre-professional program: internships in Congress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related

The Washington International Studies Center

IT!

to practice with top firms or corporations.
At the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational
Center, LSAT preparation is a fine art. So much
so that Kaplan has more “over 40s" grads than
any other test prep firm in the nation.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER
1988a
;
;

a

E

to law school, a score over 40 can
your step!
You see, candidates who score
40 and 48 on the new Law School
Test enjoy the best chance of being

Past student evaluations available.

»

V

|

‘

;

WISC. A special summer session is directed by WISC.
Cs

40

No matter what your age, if you plan on going

Integrated student housing, social activities, tours offered by

$53

&

Smithsonians, admission is free, and

viewing the treasures these incredible galleries have to offer.

required, and graduate study is available.

©”

The opening of these museums
brings the total number of Smithsonian galleries to fourteen. The addition of these two galleries provides a unique change of pace for
Mall-goers. Like the rest of the

one should allot a long afternoon'to

year or for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status is

FS

sists of a variety of ancient cultural
artifacts.
!

And, last, “Nomads and Nobility:
Art of the Ancient Near East” con-

recommend qualified students to study under the tutorial
system as Visiting Students or Associate Students for one

5
Q

<q ®

Institute

“from the 10th to 20th centuries.

Several Colleges of Oxford University have invited WISC to

S$ S

49

5d

as

This gallery opens with four major
shows, including: “In Praise of An-

WINTER « SPRING « SUMMER

world of

Smithsonian

Capt Alice C. Murphy

NEW MOON
The Natural Comfort Company

tv.
nthe

as well

medical facility. It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer. For more information, call

in our rapidly

If you have management

ceramic,

sioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force

NEW MOON. We offer
and benefits as well as

FOR ADVANCEMENT

Gallery consists

gram for 1987 BSNSs. If selected,
you can enfer active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify, you must have an
overall *B” average. After commis-

If you enjoy selling quality products in a humanistic
communicate

and

The

The Air Force has a special pro-

FUTONS AND FUTON FURNISHINGS.
can

Washington.

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988

FULL & PART TIME SALES
GEORGETOWN
QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS
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ASSISTANT STORE MANAGER

environment

; Photo

The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery (left) and the National Museum of African Art (right) amidst the Smithsonian's
new museum complex.

#1

by Teresa Drenick
HOYA Staff Writer
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The worlds leading test prep organization
CALL DAYS, EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS. WE ARE ENROLLING NOW!

4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington D.C. 20008 244-1456
.
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White Flint Mall. 3rd Floor, Rockville, MD 770-3444
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Men’s Soccer Extends Win Streak To Three
was

a set

play.

We

had

worked on that play all week.” Aside
from the game-winning goal, Hoya
highlights included a crucial defensive
block at the goalline by senior Mike
Graziano, and a sparkling save by

Schropp).
The outlook for the remainder of
the season looks promising for the
Hoyas.

With one game

Tabatznik stated, “We're playing our
best

soccer

of

the

year

right

now,

though we've played fairly well all
along. We're not allowing the ‘stoppable’

left to play in

goals anymore, and we are finally get-

goalie John Janenda off of a Panther

the Big East South Division, Georgetown is optimistic about gaining a berth

to 6-7, while moving to 2-1 in the
Big East. With the win over the Pitt
Panthers, as well as the 1-0 victory

penalty kick.

in the conference

Including

asked about the squad’s hopes for the

the conference game against perennial
power Seton Hall, the team has five

remainder of the year, he expressed

at Villanova on Homecoming Day, the

have played all year. The offense could
have capitalized on a few more opportunities, but it only takes one goal

remaining games, with trips to UMBC,

time. “I hope we still have a shot when

Monmouth, St. Mary’s, and Howard
all upcoming. A win or tie against

to win.” Among the standouts on the
Hoya squad was Rick Starrs, who

Seton Hall (whom the Hoyas tied last
year 1-1) and two or three wins from

we play Seton Hall,” he quipped.
The Hoyas are just two wins away
from tying the single season record of

played well at sweeper for the entire
match. “He was all over the field defensively; everywhere we needed him,”

the other games would virtually assure
the team of post season play. Big East

Hoyas

improved

their season

record

Coach Keith Tabatznik commented,
“This was one of the better games we

Hoyas have brightened their chances
of obtaining a berth in the Big East.
In an extremely well-played contest,

Rick Starrs’ goal at 3:30 of the 2nd half
was’ enough to ice the victory for
Georgetown. On a long “throw-in” by
senior

Mike

Moylan,

junior

sweeper

tourney.

=

record

>

bids for a winning conference
and overall performance.

v

“It

ting some

Sp

noted,

5

The Georgetown men’s soccer team
extended its winning streak to three
straight games last week with a 1-0
-victory over Big East rival Pittsburgh.
With goalkeeper John Janenda recording his second straight shutout, the

in each of the North and South divisions, as well as two other subjective

Tabatznik said. Also, freshman Keith
Phillips played a surprisingly strong
game defensively in his first “full” game
of the year (replacing the injured Tyler

of the breaks.” Yet when

that the team must win one game at a

eight wins. Furthermore, a strong finish could provide the team with its
first winning record in neon
twenty
years.

playoff bids are granted to the top team

—

HOYA Staff Writer

ep—C%

Rick Starrs headed the ball past the
Pitt goalie for the lone score of the
match. Head Coach Keith Tabatznik

_ by Mike Carlowicz
a

Navy, ODU, and St. Mary's also racing, Georgetown’s best hope would be

a. ch a3

victory.

A
EI

time on Thursday at TSU. Later in the

Island Sound to be extremely choppy.
According to Jordan, these conditions
are never found on the Potomac, because the expansive sound causes

week, on Kehoe Field, the Hoyas continued their rally, beating Drexel on
Friday.
Against Towson State, junior cocaptain Jessica Seacor scored the first
goal for the Hoyas. Seacor later assisted
sophomore Lily Arbab for the Hoyas’

“miles and miles of choppy seas.”

second goal of the game. However, at

the shutout.

HOYA

into conditions like these again. If we

The field hockey team was successful last weekend against Towson State
University, taking them to a tie in over-

could race this regatta again this weekend, I really feel we would finish third
or higher”

River,

were the order of the day, causing Long

the end of regulation playing time the

“It is like learning to ride a bicycle

all over again,” mused Jordan.

Senior, skipper Peggy Murphy and
crew Christine Zebrowski were victorious in one race, edging out AllAmerican opponents from Navy and
Old Dominion at the: finish. A favory ind shift toward the end of the

While

the women

score stood at 2-2. The game ultimately

sail in the ACC

regatta this weekend, the men’s squad
will be sailing nearby, also at Navy, in

the Dinghy Eliminations. According to
Jordan, this competition is extremely
trip. 11/25
between

- 11/29.

Call 654-4821

7 - 10 pm.

SALES AND CASHIER POSITIONS
available. Women's clothing store.
1990 K Street N.W. Call Elaine

CLASSIFIEDS

659-0210.
HELP

FOR SALE: Nikon EM, 35 mm, best
offer. Women's dress watch, Seiko,
best offer. Kay 944-0756.

WANTED

LIBRARY

ASSIS-

TANT part time or full time. Day time
hours. Call Kathryn at 244-3010.
LET'S PARTY Tired of the same old
keg party? Then try an exotic authentic European party punch. For

SELF HYPNOSIS —yearning to learn,
back to school. Oldest method, newest tool, self hypnosis is the rule.
3 sessions. Student rate $45. P. Deben,

the

recipe,

send

a self-addressed,

stamped envelope and $1.00 for handling: European Party Punch, P.O.
Box 1119, Washington Grove, MD

certified Registered Hypnotherapist.
722-4587

20880.

TICKET

TO L.A. Must sell unrefundable ticket

DO

issued in a female name $238 round-

D.C. Schools

YOU

SPEAK

Staff Writer

ENGLISH?

The

Project still needs vol-

FROM THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNING DIRECTOR OF “THE DEER HUNTER"
AND THE AUTHOR OF “TH
EN

All three Hova field
#
Rockey, Victories this season

have been shutouts.

ended in a tie, after a scoreless overtime
and double-overtime. Senior goalie
Laura Clauson led the Georgetown defensive efforts, posting 20 saves in the
game.

unteers to tutor and mre

immi-.

G, Helena, MT 59601.
ADOPTION. Happily married couple
wish to adopt white infant. We will
give love, warmth, security. We can
help you with medical and legal expenses. Please call Sue and Ray,

ELLINGSON REVIEW SEMINARS
seeks student campus representative for LSAT, GRE, GMAT preparation courses. 898-1577.

collect, 301-567-7967.
WINTER

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FUNDRAISING $7-12 PER HOUR. Telemarketing firm seeks articulate individuals to contact members of leading
environmental, political, and cultural
organizations. Work 3-5 shifts per
week, flexible evening hours. Relaxed atmosphere located in Falls
Church, Va. Call M-F betwn 3-7:00
p.m. 847-8300, ask for Julie.

DC

TO

RUSSIA:

Visit

NEWS

BUREAU

of Fairchild

Publ., adiv. of Cap Cities/ABC seeks
P/T (3 days, 21 hrs./wk) clerical help.

THE HOT SPRINGS GAZETTE. Hot

Send resume to: 1333 M St., N.W,,
Suite 570, Washington, DC 20005

pottin’ info, stories, maps & fun for
recreational balneologists. Published
spasmodically. Issue #8 focus on desert hot springs. $4 plus 75¢ postage.
Hot Springs Gazette, 12 S. Benton

OUI

TRIP

Moscow, Pskov, Leningrad, and Helsinki. GWU Prof. Charles Elliott will
lead his 11th student group to the
USSR Dec. 28-Jan. 11. Georgetown
students welcome on this exciting
adventure! Cost $2178. If interested
please call Prof. Elliott at 994-6978.

Attn: Robin.
ADOPTION—Loving,

happiuly

mar-

rHn

medical expenses. Legal and confidential. Call Susie or Roger collect,
703-522-0456.
PROMOTIONS

ASSISTANT for our

exciting marketing promotions. Will
train, good pay, work around your

schedule. Call WAVE PROMOTIONS
462-5134.
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT —Monday, Wednesday

approx.

1%

& Friday mornings

hrs., individual to help

do exercises prescribed by physical
therapist, no experience required,
within 1% miles of campus, approx. $15
per session— Erwin Alpern, 362-5040.

Arlington, VA.
ADOPTION —Childless couple wishes
to provide a loving home for your
baby. Will pay medical and legal ex-

penses. Please call Patsy & Eric at
(703) 281-9363 collect.
YOU HAVE SOMETHING THEY
NEED Volunteer tutors are now
needed for the Sursum Corda Adult
Literacy Program. 2 hours/week commitment teaching reading & writing
skills to adults. Training (Oct. 31st)
and transportation provided. Call

625-4318, or come by B-17 Copley.
MON.

OCTOBER

matic

reading

Award-winning

26 at 8:00 A dra-

of

A

Narrow

play by Ellen

Bed

Mc-

FREE HAIRCUTS for men and women.
Graham
London,

SE. For reservations call 546-4000.

Webb International from
England is offering you the

Models
late

Needed!

October

hair

Contact Howard

MEE IZIRBIA LE

show.

Volunteer

or Doris

937-3300

MAGEE
> 2X EHERL
TEU
LE
SEF. BRBA#HESE

DAVIDSON

HEAL IT

BEAUTY

Boke. PAH T
JI— FRED. ELTH
Rif

opportunity to have the latest styles.

free. Call for appointment at 243-9322,

for FREE styling, cuts, colors, perms,
make-up application by WORLD CLASS
STYLISTS.

|960F
AI ZELIFK, wp!) 2

RCS

id

Laughlin at the Shakespeare theater
at the Folger—201 East Capitol St.

For

oy—

L—

ried couple who cannot have children wants to give newborn all the
advantages of a loving home and family. We can make this difficult time
easier for you. Will pay all legal and

a

Last week’s win and tie put the field
hockey team’s season record at 3-6-2.
The Hoyas will face some tough competition later in the season as well.
Today the team will face American
University at home, and next week will
travel to Maryland to face UMBC.
03

- grant children. ANYTIME! ANYDAY!
For more information contact Jennifer Welker, Coordinator, 625-87 94,
or stop by 214 Loyola.

EE

Jordan claims that his team performs
best with “the wind howling on the
Potomac”. Unfortunately, light winds

On Friday October 16, the Hoyas
downed Drexel 2-0, in their first time
ever competing against the Philadel
phia team. Both Georgetown goals
were scored in the first period, with
senior co-captain Lizann Boyle putting
the Hoyas on the scoreboard at the
17:58 mark. Liza Fox scored the second goal for the Hoyas, only three minutes and 48 seconds later. Clauson
again led the GU defenses, recording
11 saves and her third shutout of the
season. The entire defense also performed well to help Clauson achieve

by Alex Gershanik

ree

“The regatta was a clinic, an opportunity to learn under tough conditions.
I really would not be worried if we run

og Br areca

with a mere 22 points.

Academy.

PLANE

Photo by Courtney Gabb

The soccer team improved their record to 6-7 with a win over Pittsburgh.

Field Hockey Ties TSU
Shuts Out Drexel At GU

Naval Academy sailed away to victory

found itself thrust into competition at
Kings Point, New York. The regatta
was raced on the choppy Long Island
Sound, under the shadow of the Throgs
Neck Bridge. Nevertheless, Jordan was
pleased with the outcome. Although
the nationally-ranked Hoyas finished
sixth (one point behind fifth-place
Kings Point), the result was enough to
qualify for ‘this weekend's Atlantic
Coast Championships at the Naval

THANKSGIVING

en

the

ya

Both

oa

Potomac

Hoyas.

ait

the

the

number of points was victorious. The

adverse weather conditions. Heading
into last weekend's MAISA women’s
championships, Georgetown Sailing
Coach Greg Jordan worried about the
problem of adjustment. The team, used
on

with

J

Jordan was most pleased with the
learning experience of the races saying,

par

men’s and women’s squads hope for
more favorable weather conditions on
Chesapeake Bay to help guide them to

a

on a larger body of water, especially in

proved throughout the day as they grew
accustomed to the choppy seas. In all,
each squad raced in fourteen races;
the school that amassed the fewest

same

A

and

in.

Blum

sci,

Amy

Dr 0

skipper

Maisie Fritz. Their performances im-

aan, Sn tn.

in by junior

At last weekend's MAISA women’s
championships, two Georgetown boats
led Georgetown to a sixth place finish,
qualifying them for this weekend's Atlantic Coast Championships at Navy.
The GU squad, which practices and
competes in river regattas, had some
difficulty adjusting to the conditions

to practicing

oe

Staff Writer

SUPPLY

Tan

Ri

BE A

TL

HOYA

a finish ahead of Christoper Newport,
a squad Jordan considers to be on the

important since it serves as a qualifier
for the War Memorial Fall Championships the following weekend. The team
must finish at least fourth or fifth to
qualify. With nationally-ranked powers

| anne Yanan
an.

race also helped. For the “B” squad, a
strong second-place finish was turned

by Karl Hente

=

Women's Sailing Qualifies For ACC Regatta
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Late Meets

Yr
oy,
A

a

~——

by Mark Chubb
HOYA Staff Writer

digs. Both Taylor and Docharty had
superb all-around matches, each with

backbone of the squad, rallying for 19

an aggressive attack and a strong de-

as Mason upped the tempo of the
match. Winning by five points in the

second game, the Hoya hitters were

and 18 digs.

vy —F

sive showing has led to increased rec-

the challengers

to four

The first game proved no contest as
Georgetown

cruised to a 15-3 victory.

However, Georgetown began to falter

is now ranked second among District II

bested 11-15 in the third. Nevertheless
the Hoyas refused to snap, winning an

ranking, in the top 20.
Ninth-ranked Villanova garnered top

honors, with a low score of 71, while

intense and hard fought third game,
15-11.

tenth-ranked Yale finished second with
102 points. Georgetown’s 131 points were
good for third, placing them ahead of

captain

Cathy

Taylor, middle hitter

Justine

Metz,

and

Standouts in the match included co-

The

strong

showing

setters

Michele

Docharty and Vanessa Henlin. Metz
provided much of Georgetown’s offen-

in a

highly competitive field obviously helped

Also

making

strong

contributions

were Henlin and setter Casey Bradley.
Henlin led the way with 19 assists while
Bradley served well, lifting the Hoyas

Head Coach Nila Toribio-Straka
commented, “Pitt has always been extremely strong in the Big East, usually
placing first in the conference. We'll
have to be at our best if we expect to

with five aces. This match was largely
a team effort, although there were many

outstanding individual performances.
As opposed to the George Mason
match in which the Hoyas attack per-

beat them. However, we certainly can-

not overlook our other opponents.”

Georgetown in the nationwide coaches

poll and has given Coach Pan Fanaritis
a renewed sense of optimism.
“The team’s efforts today make us
feel very confident going into the
[second] half of our season.” Fanaritis
commented. The team still has two important championships coming up: the
Big East on October 24th, and the

ECAC on November 14th, and Fanaritis
believes that the team’s performance
at the Short Invitational should carry
the team into the tournaments with
promising chances.
Leading the way for the Hoyas, once

again, was junior Chris Brough and
freshman Elizabeth Brenden. Brough
finished 9th and Brenden 11th in a field
of 194. Juniors Heidi Roe (19th place),
Margaret Scutro (21st) and senior captain Stacy Shelton (71st) rounded out
the field for the Hoyas.
The men’s cross-country team also

participated in the Paul Short Invitational and finished second overall. This
marked the first time this season that
the Hoyas have run together as a com-

plete ait.squad
SSeS and
ty
the outcome
was

encouraging.

Brown University led the field with
56 points, followed by Georgetown
with a score of 76. Providence finished
_ third with 111 points.

Photo by Rich Furey

The volleyball team, shown here at the Hoya Classic, swept its matches
last week.

John Trautmann led the way for the
Hoyas. His time of 31:07.46 in the 10K
was good enough for fourth-place overall. All-American Mike Stahr opened

his season with a twelfth-place finish,
while Jim Grelle (15th), Mark Whitehouse (21st) and Bill Going (24th) also
contributed to the second-place finish.

Former Georgetown basketball player Reggie Williams signed a multi-year
contract with the Los Angeles Clippers on Tuesday of this week.
*

%*

*

Athletic Director Francis X. Rienzo was honored this weekend in New
Orleans with the John Carroll Award. This award is the highest honor that
Georgetown University can bestow upon a non-alumni. Rienzo was honored
for his fifteen years of service to the university community as athletic director
and for earlier contributions to Georgetown sports programs.
*

*

*

Junior wide receiver Ray Ficca made six catches for the Hoyas in last
weekend's game against St. Peter's for a total of 119 yards. The total included
a 47-yard touchdown, which was an important factor in the 15-0 win over
St. Peter's.
restr
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Soccer goalie John Janenda recorded his second consecutive shutout this
weekend against Pittsburgh. This led the Hoyas to their second consecutive
win over a Big East team, leaving Georgetown’s record in the Big East at 2-1.

HOYA file photo

Co-captain Cathy Taylor goes up for a spike in a recent volleyball match.

Graduate and
Professional School
Over 150 representatives from
Universities
will be available

to discuss your plans
The George Washington University
3rd Floor Marvin Center 21st and H Streets, N.W.
2, blocks from Foggy Bottom Metro

| nna.

oats In na

atin. Son cn
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scm

Fair

for graduate study

tin

Blue and Orange Lines

= an

Sponsored by:
The American University
The Catholic University of America
Gallaudet College
George Mason University
The George Washington University

Ocioher In ay

2:007:00 PM.

Representatives

ee

Cai

_

Debbie
Career

Hicks
2
Center

625-4071

October 28, 1987

College and Univershy

Representatives
y
.
2:00-7:00 P.M.

SOUP or SALAD

Panel

i

ANY

PASTA

Apply to Law

School

and

to Apply to Graduate School

DALY

1073 3st Street, NW.

W

e Financing Graduate Study 4:15-5:30 P.M.

965-6666

Survive 4:15-5:30 PM.

eo Videotaped Replay:
Financing Graduate Study
5:45-7:00 P.M.

PIZZA

5:30-7:00

SUNDAY 4:30 — 7:00

a. i
taped
Replay:
. ows Soe AOU oe Cltadunie School and

°

Or

DESSERT

a

I
information, call

EARLY BIRD DINNER

Panel
he
to Apply to Law School and Survive
2:30-3:45 P.M.

H

For

FEATURING

Georgetown University
Hood College
Marymount University
Mount Vernon College
Trinity College
The University of Maryland

Seg
ashington, D.C.

20007

S

7.95

DANCING
THURS., FRI. & SAT.

£€...the kind of place you would find in New York,

in Paris, in Los Angeles ...33
— The Washingtonian

let
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to
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This weekend, after playing the Howard University Bison, Georgetown must
then gear up for their second tournament of the year, the Pitt Classic. The
Hoyas will duel teams from Villanova,
Indiana, and of course Pittsburgh from
October 23 through the 24th. Having
already played the Wildcats, Georgetown knows what to expect from them.
However, the Hoosiers and Panthers
have yet to be explored by Georgetown.

blowout. Playing to a very small crowd,

fense, took

games en route to capturing the match.

The Hoyas are not planning to
these past two victories rest easy
their minds, since they will have
face a number of challenging teams
the future.

be a formidable adversary, the Hoyas
next match at the Smith Center versus
George Washington was virtually a

competed in the Paul Short Invitational, held at the Bethlehem, PA campus of Lehigh University. The women’s team captured third place in a
tough field of 29 teams. This impres-

the George Washstructurally and meall around with the
on 35 total kills and

committing only ten errors.

eight kills, and with 12 and 18 digs
respectively.
Although George Mason proved to

Georgetown elevated its record to 12-7
on the year by toppling George Washington in straight games, 15-7, 15-5,
and 15-13.
Once again, notable Hoya hitters
were Taylor with 12 kills and nine digs,
Metz with ten kills, 18 digs and five
blocks, and Docharty with four kills

teams, third in the East, with national

—=

The Georgetown volleyball team
emerged triumphant in contests against
George Mason and George Washing-

centage was .188,
ington match was
chanically better
Hoyas capitalizing

with 13 kills. Henlin was the defensive

In their homestand against George
Mason on October 13, the Hoyas, via

grams have been successful recently.
The women’s cross-country team

ognition for the team, as Georgetown

A

sive firepower as she pounded Mason

ton. The Hoyas thus claimed, at least

Times have been good as of late for
the Georgetown cross-country program. Both the men’s and women’s pro-

Maryland.

a

by Gene Wang
HOYA Staff Writer

for the time being, bragging rights to
Washington Metropolitan area volleyball crown.

fourth-place Penn State and fifth-place

tn, HC

Taylor Lead Team

Volleyball Team Beats Local Rivals
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GU Races At Head Of Charles
Georgetown views the race more as an
opportunity to see what the competing

by Jill Scriba
HOYA

Staff Writer

Spectators traveled from all over the
United States and several foreign countries to witness the 1987 Head of the

Charles, on October
from Georgetown

18. Five boats

participated in this

crew regatta on the Charles River in
Boston.
Of the fifteen events, Georgetown
raced in five: men’s heavyweight youth
four,

men’s

lightweight

four,

men’s

boats can do. It also provides a chance
for the rowers to gain some experience
on an intercollegiate and international

level. At Georgetown, more emphasis
is placed on the spring season.
The men’s heavyweight youth placed

11th in a race of 40 boats. Out of 40
boats the men’s lightweight four placed
14th. The men’s lightweight eight finished 25th out of 40.
Coach Devlin was pleased with the
performance of the two women’s boats
that competed. The women’s club eight

lightweight eight, women’s championship four, and women’s club eight. The
challengers ranged from fellow university teams to national and Olympic

The women in this boat were the fifth

teams.

through

According

to

Georgetown’s

Women's Crew Coach John Devlin, it
is the biggest crew race of the year.
Even though the Head of the Charles
is the biggest race in terms of size,

placed

sixth

in a race

twelveth

rowers

of ten teams.
on

George-

town’s team. Some of their competi-

tors’ boats consisted of the top eight
rowers of their teams.

The

Hoya

championship

four fin-

ished fourth in a field of 30 boats.
Championship races require that every
team participating use their top rowers.
Consequently, this group of four was
an experienced boat made up of seniors
who have previously participated in
national competitions. "I was pleased
with their performance,” said Devlin,
“I had wanted them to guarantee their
entry for next year.”

The number of boats that a team
can enter is very limited. In order to
secure a place in the next year’s competition a boat must finish in the top

25% of the class in which
racing.

they are

This weekend the team will travel
to Philadelphia to participate in the
Head of the Schuykill. This race has
both intercollegiate and international
competitors.

HOYA

file photo

Georgetown crew squads faced national and international competition at the Head of the Charles.

Womens 1ennis Third In Big East Tourney
by Chris Brown
HOYA Staff Writer
For the second straight year, the
Georgetown women’s tennis team captured third place in the Big East Conference Championships, held last weekend at Seton Hall. This performance
equals the team’s highest placing in
the Big East Tournament. The team
compiled 27 points, falling just five
points short of second place Syracuse.
Boston College, with the #1 seed in
eight of the nine brackets, claimed
the overall championship. Top performances for Georgetown were turned
in by senior Penny Rickard, junior
Marina Cheng, and freshmen

Kirsten

Beaudoin and Anne Tillier.
Georgetown captured one individual championship at the #1 doubles
position. Rickard and Beaudoin began
their conquest by defeating the second
seeded team, representing Boston College, 7-6, 7-6. After winning their semifinal match, the tandem faced the first
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Senior Penny Rickard finished second in #1 women’s singles at the Big
East.

seeded team in the bracket, from Syracuse, in the finals. Despite losing the
second set 5-7, Rickard and Beaudoin
emerged victorious and newly crowned
championships, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3.
The #2 and #3 doubles teams for
Georgetown also fared well in assisting the Hoyas’ accumulation of points.
Tillier and senior Kelli Cawley, playing
at the #2 position lost their first match,

therefore eliminating them from championship play. However, they regained
their composure and placed fifth overall
by winning their consolation bracket.
The #3 doubles team of Cheng and
Sherri Williams also were successful,

taking third place in their bracket. The
two lost their semifinal match but took

third after defeating the #3 team from
Providence, 7-5, 7-6.

Singles play for Georgetown began
very

successfully

at

the

#1

position

where Rickard lost in the championship match to the #2 seed, 7-6, 3-6, 3-6.
Rickard, whose hometown is South
ange, home of Seton Hall, knocked
the #1 seed from Boston College
6-4, 6-2 in the quarterfinals. She
feated her semi-final opponent 6-3,

Oroff
1-6,
de6-3

solation match, 6-2, 6-2.

Cawley, at #4 singles, and sophomore

Williams, at the fifth slot, were

not quite as successful in their efforts.
Cawley, unfortunately, was paired with
the #1 seed in the bracket after a 6-2,
6-3 first round victory. After a 1-6, 1-6
loss in that match, she triumphed in a
consolation match against a Provi-

dence opponent 6-1, 7-5 that assured
her a sixth place finish. At #5 singles,
Williams also played a high seed in the
first round. Despite winning the opening set in the toughly fought match,
Williams was defeated 6-4, 2-6, 3-6. In

the

first round

match in the first round to the second
seed from Syracuse, 5-7, 6-4, 4-6. She
advanced to the finals of that bracket
and captured fifth place overall with a
6-3, 6-1 victory.

The third singles position saw another third place finish by a Hoya netter. Tillier advanced to the semi-finals
only to lose 3-6, 4-6 to the #1 seed
from Boston College. Tillier was successful, however, in her third place con-

consolation

came possible the most pleasant surprise

of

the

day.

Cheng

advanced

quickly through her bracket with 6-3,
6-1 and 6-4, 7-5 wins, the latter coming
in the semi-final round against the #2
seed from Seton Hall. In a tight match
against the top seed, representing Boston College, Cheng was unable to capture the championship, losing 1-6, 6-7.
Despite the dominance of scholarship players, Georgetown, with only
three partial scholarship netters, has
established itself as a force to be reckoned with in the Big East.

The HOYA Athlete of the Week

before falling short in the finals.
Beaudoin, playing at #2 singles, was
very successful in the consolation
bracket after losing a hard fought

of the

bracket, Williams was also defeated,
Finally, at the sixth singles position,

Penny Rickard
Rickard, a senior from South Orange, New Jersey, finished second
in #1 women’s tennis singles at the
Big East Tournament last weekend.

Later in the tournament Rickard
teamed with freshman Kirsten Beaudoin to capture the Big East title in
#1 doubles. Rickard’s outstanding
performances helped her team place
third overall in the competition, the

highest Hoya finish in a Big East
women’s tennis competition to date.

GU Gridders Shut Out St. Peters 15-0
.500 as he completed 12 of 22 on the

by Molly Solomon
HOYA

day.

Assistant Sports Editor

Although they usually make a strong
showing against St. Peters, the George-

town football team kept it plain and
simple, beating the Peacocks 15-0 in a
low-scoring Friday night contest last
week in Jersey City, New Jersey.
The Hoyas’ defense carried the team

to its second shutout of the year and
helped the offense which could muster
only 15 points in the absence of premier tailback Dean Lowry. Lowry allegedly missed his second game
row due to a bruised thigh.

“It’s important

for the players

in a

In the fourth quarter the Hoya’s defense finally had something concrete
to show for their outstanding day. Defensive end Jim Schwartz overwhelmed
the St. Peter's quarterback for a safety.
Georgetown then led 9-0. On its next
possession, the Hoyas drove deep into
Peacock territory as freshman James
Ellis scored his first collegiate touchdown from six yards out. Tom Timperman, who has taken over place kicking
responsibilities for the Hoyas, failed to
convert the extra point. The final score
gave Georgetown the win at 15-0.

to

Statistically, the defense held St. Pe-

know they can win without Dean,”
Head Coach Scotty Glacken said.

ter’s to just 169 total yards. Team interception leader Sean Green continued
his role as spoiler as he racked up his
fourth pick-off during the game. Freshman Brian Higgins also had an interception; Linebacker Joe Pecoraro
played stopper on the ground with his
nine tackles.
“We were extremely pleased with the
way the defense played,” Coach Glacken
said. “They gave us good field position
all day and created a number of

Georgetown (2-2-1), rebounding from
a 21-8 pounding at the hands of Gallaudet, scored in the second and fourth
quarters to seal their second victory of
the season. Quarterback Matt Zebrowski hit junior Ray Ficca early in the

second period with a 47-yard bomb for
a 7-0 lead. Ficca led the team in receptions with six for 119 yards. Zebrowski’s

numbers

Tom

continued

to hover around

Gletner and Dan

turnovers.”
With Lowry out, Peter Clays stepped
in and gained 81 yards on 18 attempts.
Fellow back Ellis netted 36 yards including a touchdown run.
Earlier in the week three players quit
the team, according to Sports Information Director Steve Hurlbut. Juniors
Jim Frohnhofer, Tom Malarkey and
Nick McCormick left the team before
the St. Peter's game. Neither of the
three ex-players were starters. Offensive tackles Frohnhofer and McCormick said they were not enjoying
playing

anymore.

Malarkey

was

un-

available for comment.
It was just two weeks ago that the
Georgetown football team carried the
world on its shoulders, or so it seemed.
After tying Division III contender
Franklin & Marshall 3-3 at the messy
Homecoming game, the university’s expectations and hopes soared. A hot
Gallaudet team brought fans and the
team back to earth. The Gallaudet University team, then on a five-game win-

ning streak dropped the Hoyas, 21-8.
Gallaudet hadn’t beaten Georgetown
since

1901, but history wasn’t on the
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The Georgetown football team rebounded against St. Peter's last weekend.
Hoyas’ side this day. Instead, a defensive

back

named

Lyle

Monsen

of

Gallaudet turned the tide in favor of
Gallaudet.

Monsen

put GU

in a hole

early on, blocking a Jim Quick punt
and reversing for the score. On Georgetown’s next possession Monsen intervened and gave Gallaudet excellent

field position on his interception of a
Zebrowski

pass.

After seven

minutes

of play, Gallaudet had established a
14-point lead.
Georgetown didn’t put any points
on the board until the fourth quarter.
Gallaudet,

with

a 21-0 lead

in hand,

finally let FU near its goal line. On a

fourth down and inches situation, Clays
was stopped at the three-yard line. This
was almost as close as the Hoyas would
get all day.
With

just

39

seconds

remaining,

backup quarterback Ray Patricco hit
Joseph Cesare with a three-yard pass.
The Patricco-Cesare connection worked
for an encore two points and the team
was saved a shutout. Gallaudet temporarily washed away fond Franklin &
Marshall memories, 21-8.
Offensively, the Hoyas were unable
to run, primarily due to Lowry’s injury,
and pass effectively, because of Gallaudet’s threatening pass rush. Zebrow-

ski was sacked four times. Clays tried
to fill the gap left by an injured Lowry,
but the Georgetown offense only gained
42 yards on the ground.
This weekend the football team will
face Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore. The Blue Jays, 3-3, have beaten

some tough Division III teams like
Fairleigh Dickinson and Muhlenberg
and have won two out of their last
three games. Last year Georgetown
prevailed against Johns Hopkins at
Homecoming with a 24-17 win. The
defense withstood a final charge by
the Blue Jays in the closing seconds
for the victory.
hol
con
way

Gramins

Rugby Club Improves To 4-0 To Close In On Championship
First in a two part series

The Georgetown Rugby Club is
doing what for years was considered impossible. With Saturday’s
18-6 upset victory over Frostburg
State, Georgetown is now 4-0 in
league play, and stands poised to

win the lower matrix of the Potomac Rugby Union.
The Potomac Rugby Union con-

sists of an upper and lower matrix.
The winner of the lower matrix is
given the opportunity to challenge
the last place team in the upper
matrix.
If Georgetown were to win this
challenge game, they would be

thrust into the upper matrix to compete against such area powers as
Maryland and Navy. The first and

In order

t6 reach

this enviable

position, Georgetown Rugby has
had to rebound from a two game
losing streak. Georgetown started
the year with a solid 19-12 win over

a mixed team from the Chesapeake
Rugby Club, which featured spectacular kicking from senior Brian
Morse and tries scored by “Zeke”

Hohweiller and Andrew Anselmi.
However, the team dropped its next
game at Mary Washington College
in a back and forth battle that ended
up 20-13. Morse contributed nine
points in kicks, and sophomore
George Healy added an excellent
try in the losing effort.
Georgetown

sank even lower in

the rain of Homecoming Weekend
with a 9-6 loss to cross-town rival

second place teams in the upper
matrix gain the right to represent

Catholic University. After a score-

the Potomac Rugby Union in the
Eastern Regionals. The winner of

a try

the Eastern Regionals then goes on

to represent the East in National

town answered back minutes later
with an Anselmi try and a Morse

Championship

conversion

play.

less first half, Catholic came up with
and

a conversion

midway

through the second half, but Georgeto tie things up. With

was

St. Mary's repeatedly. Finally, with

awarded a penalty kick deep in
Georgetown territory, which proved
to be the margin of victory.

about 10 minutes to go, junior out-

again from 35 yards out on a pen-

side

alty kick, and Georgetown increased
its lead to 12-3. However, Frostburg

time

running

out,

Catholic

Thus, the following weekend,
Georgetown was put up against the
wall when it faced Mt. St. Mary's, a

team more renowned for its petty
larceny of opponent’s equipment
than for its rugby skill. Georgetown’s pack dominated Mt. St.
Mary’s in the scrum, but the back
line had its hands full against the
larger Mt. St. Mary’s squad. Nevertheless, finesse prevailed. Sophomore fly half opened the scoring
with a perfect running drop kick for
three points which stunned the opposition. Senior wing Brian Morse
added a penalty kick to put Georgetown up 6-0 at the half.
The second half featured a brawl
in the early going, which resulted in
the ejection form the game of a Mt.
St. Mary's player. From then on, it
was clearly Georgetown’s game, and
the blue and gray threatened Mt.

center

“Zeke”

Hohweiller

plunged into the try zone, and Morse
followed with the conversion, to give
Georgetown insurance in its 12-0
shutout.
The real test came last Saturday,
as Georgetown, with its ranks partially depleted by the mid-semester
holiday, faced an undefeated Frostburg State squad which had pre-

viously crushed all of its opponents.
Georgetown was counting on some

“inspired rugby.” Frostburg opened
the scoring with a three point penalty kick in the first minute of play,

but Georgetown

came

right back

as winger Andrew Anselmi made
the play of the game, pop-kicking
the ball into the try zone and then
recovering the loose ball for the try,
which Brian Morse converted to put

Georgetown

up 6-3. Morse

added

another three points later in the half
to put Georgetown up 9-3 at the

break.

In the second half, Morse struck

State came back with its own score
after a Georgetown penalty, closing
the gap to 12-6. The action in the
second half grew in intensity as the
frustrated Frostburg squad tried to
make
pack
pack,
of its
time

a comeback. Their larger
controlled the Georgetown
which had drawn on several
B players to fill gaps, but this
the Hoya backs carried the

day with precision kicking, fast pas-

sing, and tenacious defense. Junior
pack player Matt McKenna twice
stripped balls out of malls and came
within inches of scoring. Morse was
close on some

long range

penalty

kicks. It was Anselmi who finally
slammed the door on Frostburg with
another try, converted by Morse, to

sure Georgetown

the matrix

not

ting

chal-

lenge that it has sought.
;
Georgetown hopes to draw on the
strength of some new arrivals, like

freshman pack player Dan Kirk and
law students Andrew Anselmi and
Jim Canty, and the leadership of
seniors Tom Gletuer, Brian Morse,
and Andy Morpurgo.
Combined with the talents of
sophomores George Healy and Mel
Jackson, and a solid core of juniors including Doug Brown, Dan
Gramins, Mike Hare, “Zeke” Hoh-

weiller, Matt McKenna, Paul Schmotoloca, Paul Simpson, Monte Woods
and Tom Zachar, the rugby club
has a winning mix. As President
Tom Gletner summed it up, “We
are getting to be really good, and
things are looking even better for

the spring.”

give the final score of 18-6.
Georgetown faces UMBC this
Saturday and American the follow-

Next week: Club Sports: A Sports

ing weekend. Wins here could en-

Alternative At Georgetown.
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